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CIMdata News 

Accelerating Toward the Future of Making Things (Commentary) 

29 September 2017 

Key takeaways: 

• Customers leverage Autodesk Fusion Lifecycle solutions to power a wide range of business 

processes in many different industries. 

• Companies like the ability to rapidly tailor the solution mostly without deep technical skills, 

helping to quickly address pressing business problems, speeding its adoption within 

organizations. 

• The company has a longer road ahead to flesh out their product innovation platform to support 

engineering work-in-process management and other essential PLM use cases on the cloud. 

Autodesk convened their fourth Accelerate conference on September 21-22, 2017 at the Seaport World 

Trade Center in Boston, MA. The crowd of about 200 included a range of Autodesk customers, 

Autodesk staff, sponsors, Autodesk partners, media, and analysts. As a company, Autodesk is in the 

middle of some big changes: their move to subscription from perpetual license and a new CEO, Andrew 

Anagnost. Based on their financial reporting, the business model change to subscription is progressing 

mostly as planned, and Mr. Anagnost attended Accelerate without fanfare (or a speaking slot) to meet 

with some Autodesk customers. 

The formal kickoff of the event fell to Mr. Stephen Hooper, Senior Director, Design & Manufacturing. 

Mr. Hooper echoed Autodesk’s message of the last few years about “The Future of Making Things,” 

where changes in production, connection, and the nature of work are both forcing companies to adapt 

while offering new opportunities not available with their existing processes and tools. Autodesk is trying 

to support this transition with their Fusion portfolio, which is at the core of their product innovation 

platform, a nomenclature developed by CIMdata, Gartner, and IDC that was adopted by Autodesk and 
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used at previous Accelerate events.1 Mr. Hooper highlighted Autodesk’s work with Airbus, covered at 

previous Autodesk events, but also spoke and played a video about Ramlab, a company offering “metal 

parts on demand.” The video showed how they were combining robotics and additive manufacturing 

(AM), with material deposition positioned using a robot end effector. This method is very flexible and 

has been used to great benefit in AM and composites to date. In closing, Mr. Hooper introduced 

Thursday’s keynote speaker, Mr. Niel Barker, Engineering Process Manager at Advanced Oncotherapy 

PLC, a startup leveraging technology and expertise from CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear 

Research, well-known for leading edge physics research.  

At CERN, big science takes big machines and Advanced Oncotherapy used that knowledge to design 

and build the first linear proton accelerator for medical applications. Most radiation treatments cause 

significant collateral damage to healthy cells when targeting cancerous ones. With Advanced 

Oncotherapy’s proton accelerator, protons can be more focused on tumors, to the great benefit of the 

patient. Normally the size of football fields, the company is looking to install several of their new 

devices in a subbasement of a building in a tony London neighborhood. Why is this important? Existing 

proton technology for medical applications can be used, but centers for treatment cost hundreds of 

millions of dollars and must pass long and expensive commissioning processes. Even then, when their 

useful life is over, you have to deal with a machine that has been generating radioactivity for 25 years 

and is comprised of radioactive materials. Advanced Oncotherapy’s mission is to reduce the size from a 

football field to something like an indoor pool. Advanced Oncotherapy turned to a range of Autodesk 

solutions to help them tackle the product and facility design process. They are using Inventor to design 

parts, Vault to manage data, Fusion Lifecycle for product and process management, Revit for building 

design, and BIM 360 for construction information sharing. As part of the presentation, Mr. Barker 

showed a nice video displaying a cutaway of the completed facility combining data from Inventor and 

Revit, helping the audience understand the scale and scope of their undertaking. To him, Fusion 

Lifecycle is the lynchpin, managing all master data and a majority of their business processes. Mr. 

Barker believes having all of this on one platform gives Advanced Oncotherapy an effective and reliable 

management system, that is also linked with ERP for transactions. CIMdata agrees with this goal of 

applying a PLM platform to complex situations. The company plans to install their first system in 2019 

and to provide their first treatment in 2020. 

The Accelerate agenda was designed to provide significant networking time, with long breaks, topics 

assigned to lunch tables to encourage discussion (CIMdata’s table focused on trends in PLM), and 

sponsor tables in the coffee/refreshment area. This seemed to work well for attendees, with lively 

discussion at most sponsor tables and in the common areas. It also extended into the customer 

presentations, where current customers quizzed the presenters with detailed questions, clearly 

appreciated by the other people in attendance. In our consulting work CIMdata often uses examples 

from one industry to improve PLM processes and tools in another, so having this type of onsite 

engagement and collaboration is beneficial for attendees. 

Other than a few panel discussions, the conference sessions focused on customer implementations. 

(Some were surprised that there were no product announcements as at previous Accelerate events, but 

given all that is on Autodesk’s plate and with Autodesk University less than two months away this was 

not surprising.) Customers represented a wide range of industries, including commercial plumbing 

                                                 
1
 CIMdata’s commentary on Accelerate in 2016 focused on “The Fusion Portfolio—Autodesk’s Product Innovation 

Platform,” https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/commentaries/item/6907-the-fusion-

portfolio-autodesk-s-product-innovation-platform-commentary. 
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fixtures and washroom accessories, high end fire arms, quality control and calibration products, surgical 

robots, aviation seat belts and airbags, and Coca-Cola. While the customer examples differed, there were 

some common themes. The promise of PLM to deliver a “single source of truth” was cited or implied in 

most cases. Most clients have a heterogeneous tool environment and need applications to play nicely 

with others. While they got into it for “PLM” as they understand it (one speaker said that when assigned 

to the PLM implementation he had to go online to look it up), most are managing engineering work in 

process using other solutions. Autodesk announced cloud product data management (PDM) capabilities 

for Fusion Lifecycle at Accelerate 2016 but none of the presentations cited its use. That said, few of 

Autodesk’s competitors in the PLM market are having much success providing cloud-based PDM yet.  

For many, Autodesk’s combination of Fusion Lifecycle and Vault addresses their security concerns, 

keeping their IP inside the firewall and sharing metadata and executing processes on the cloud. Some 

argue that cloud security, if done right, is actually better than on-premise–but customers want what they 

want when they want it. Our recent cloud PLM research suggests that the tide is shifting on this issue but 

it will be slow going for many.  

The other commonality is that Fusion Lifecycle customers are applying the solution to a wide range of 

business problems they face. Its ability to support ready tailoring without in-depth programming skills 

has helped motivated insiders tackle some very difficult problems. Of course, this allowed one Fusion 

Lifecycle customer to bite off way more than advised when they started their implementation with their 

hardest, least documented, most contentious process. In spite of that initial pain, the customer persisted 

and now has many successes to show for their efforts.  

Friday’s keynote featured Mr. Hugo Fiennes, CEO and Co-Founder of Electric Imp, the provider of an 

Internet of Things (IoT) platform offering fully integrated hardware, operating system, security, 

application programming interfaces (APIs), and cloud services. Mr. Fiennes has a Zelig-like background 

in today’s smart connected world, with positions as the leader of an MP3 player start-up before the iPod, 

on the iPhone development team through the iPhone 4S, and a role at Nest (whose US$3.4 billion 

funding by Google validated the hype on the IoT market). Mr. Fiennes thinks that IoT offers the 

opportunity to remake the world, fundamentally changing how it works. To help companies meet this 

challenge, Electric Imp is focusing on IoT as an inherently cross-disciplinary problem, one that IoT 

platform companies must effectively span. His cited three main lessons from his work in the IoT: 

1. IoT creates a systemic shift affecting all aspects of a company’s structure and culture. According 

to Mr. Fiennes, “good projects” are about changing the business model of a company. Taking 

this approach provides the opportunity to do other optimizations across your business.  

2. Building an IoT-enabled product from scratch can take longer than you expect. If you make 

something look too easy people will think it is easy, said Mr. Fiennes. For every line of code you 

write in your product you will have to pay someone to maintain it. That is why Electric Imp, and 

others, are taking a platform approach that supports codeless development by user organizations, 

leaving the coding to the experts (we hope).  

3. Partners are key! 

Mr. Fiennes went on to describe his innovative partnership with Autodesk on the IoT. Autodesk 

commissioned the creation of the free “IoT Discovery Toolkit Powered by Electric Imp,” available to all 

Accelerate attendees. The package includes hardware and other elements to help users test ideas and 
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leverage what they learn. (More information can be found at http://autodeskfusionconnect/toolkit.2) This 

was an interesting and exciting move by Autodesk, who has its own IoT platform. Both companies share 

the same problem: increasing the size of the pie—the size of the IoT market reachable for their 

offerings. Companies need help understanding how to best employ the IoT and a package like this could 

be a good way to help small companies get started. We hope that next year some Accelerate speakers 

will describe their IoT journey that started with the toolkit. 

In conclusion, Autodesk Accelerate successfully convened Autodesk Fusion portfolio customers to share 

their early successes and missteps applying the solution to their pressing business problems. Many 

already see Fusion Lifecycle as a core strategic asset powering people and processes across their 

business. Investment analysts talk about “stickiness,” or what makes solutions hard to dislodge once 

they are in place. Becoming strategic is surely a path to sticking. CIMdata looks forward to seeing how 

Autodesk will continue to evolve their Fusion portfolio to provide more complete support across the 

product lifecycle, while maintaining their willingness to support the heterogeneous solution 

environments demanded by most industrial companies. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

CIMdata Publishes “Configuration Lifecycle Management” 

26 September 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, released a 

new whitepaper focused on Configit’s end-to-end configuration lifecycle management approach titled 

“Configuration Lifecycle Management: Seamlessly Connecting the Disconnected.” 

Product complexity is increasing, in part due to the incorporation of embedded electronics and software 

in today’s smart, connected products. This increase in the level of complexity must be handled by an 

efficient configuration management methodology with appropriate enabling technologies. Traditional 

configuration management approaches can no longer manage the complexity and disconnects that many 

companies are facing and it becomes necessary to enable new methodologies and technologies that 

support a holistic, end-to-end, multi-disciplinary, and lifecycle oriented process of configuration 

management. 

Mr. Peter Bilello, CIMdata’s President stated, “For most companies, product complexity is increasing 

well beyond their ability to support it with traditional configuration management approaches and 

                                                 
2
 http://autodeskfusionconnect/toolkit 

http://autodeskfusionconnect/toolkit
http://www.cimdata.com/
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technologies. For years, companies have tried to fill gaps and close the data and process loops that exist 

throughout their products’ lifecycles. Unfortunately, most have taken this on as a data management 

problem, and to some extent it is, but it is so much more. Ultimately, it is only by adopting a new and 

efficient end-to-end configuration lifecycle management methodology and associated enabling 

technologies, like those offered by Configit, that today’s companies will continue to be successful.” 

To learn more about this important resource, please download and read the complete whitepaper at 

https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/white-papers. 

 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents  

 

CIMdata Releases Series of Country-Specific PLM Market Analysis Reports 

28 September 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 

the release of ten additional country-specific 2017 PLM Market Analysis Reports. These new reports 

follow the release of the 2017 China PLM Market Analysis Report earlier this year. 

The CIMdata PLM MAR series presents CIMdata’s analysis of the 2016 product lifecycle management 

(PLM) market. The complete global analysis provides CIMdata’s perspective on PLM across a variety 

of industry and geographic sectors, identifies market trends, reviews investments in PLM-related 

software and services during 2016, and forecasts PLM investments for 2017 through 2021. It includes 

charts that present the overall PLM market and its various sectors as defined by CIMdata. These include 

collaborative Product Definition management (cPDm), tools and tools sub-sectors, and digital 

manufacturing. 

In addition to its global PLM Market Analysis reports, CIMdata now offers eight country-specific PLM 

Market Analysis Reports: 

• Brazil 

https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/white-papers
http://www.cimdata.com/
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• China 

• Germany 

• India 

• Japan 

• Russia 

• South Korea 

• United States 

New France, Italy, and United Kingdom reports will be released in the near future. 

 These reports focus on the PLM market in each country, including its main segments and the 2016 

financial results for PLM solution and service providers. Each country report includes estimates of 

spending by industry segment within the country, market presence within the country, growth of the top 

10 suppliers in that country, revenue by global mindshare leaders, market shares in each measured 

segment, and five-year forecasts. 

“2017 was a good year for the PLM Economy, with 5% growth and few of the currency effects that 

impacted our reporting in previous years,” according to Stan Przybylinski, CIMdata’s Vice President. 

“At $7.2 billion in 2016, the United States is the largest market and is forecast to grow at a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.9% through 2021. Japan revenues were $3.68 billion and a CAGR of 

5.8 %. PLM revenues in Germany were $3.45 billion and a CAGR of 5.6%. These three countries have 

dominated the PLM market for years, and will maintain that position. However, South Korea (at $608 

million and a 5.8% CAGR) and the emerging PLM economies of Brazil, China, Russia, and India have 

great potential. CIMdata estimates the 2016 PLM revenues in Brazil were $267.7 million (4.1% CAGR), 

in India $563 million (7.6% CAGR), and in Russia $246 million (3.5% CAGR), and that these high 

growth rates (along with potential for Russia) will place them among the global PLM revenue leaders.” 

Mr. Przybylinski continued, “For calendar year 2016 CIMdata is adding three countries to our roster of 

country reports: France, Italy, and the United Kingdom. For 2016 CIMdata estimates PLM revenues in 

France at $1.48 billion with a CAGR of 5.8%, Italy at $526 million and 5.7%, and the United Kingdom 

at $1.01 billion and 6.0%.” 

The CIMdata country-specific PLM Market Analysis Reports are available for purchase at 

www.CIMdata.com. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Acquisitions 

Altair Acquires Runtime Design Automation, Broadens Software Portfolio for High Performance 

Computing 

28 September 2017 

Altair has acquired Runtime Design Automation (Runtime), a Santa Clara, California-based technology 

company specializing in scalable solutions for high performance computing (HPC). Runtime primarily 

serves customers leveraging electronic design automation (EDA) tools to design semiconductor devices 

such as CPUs, GPUs, chipsets, and System on Chip (SoC) integrated circuits. The addition of Runtime’s 

technology and domain expertise expands Altair’s HPC technology footprint and leadership, 

complementing its PBS Works™ suite for comprehensive, secure workload management for HPC and 

cloud environments.  

 

“The acquisition by Altair marks a new chapter in the evolution of Runtime technology, which will 

benefit from significant additional resources, skillsets and support globally,” said Andrea Casotto, 

Founder and former CEO of Runtime, now Chief Scientist at Altair. “In addition, Altair and Runtime 

products’ exposure to new and adjacent markets will benefit our clients.” 

 

The Runtime team joins Altair to share and deliver innovative and mission critical technologies to 

optimize the use of HPC for compute-intensive applications for specific market demands and needs.  

 

With over two decades of experience in design automation for electronic components, Runtime bridges 

the gap between infrastructure and design tools, maximizing compute hardware and software license 

utilization. Runtime also provides designers with an advanced platform to develop and accelerate design 

flows – increasing operational efficiency, throughput, and time-to-market. 

 

“The addition of Runtime is synergistic with our technology roadmap to support the growing EDA and 

semiconductor market segments for HPC and our clients’ transitions to connected devices and hybrid 

systems,” said James R. Scapa, Altair’s Founder, Chairman and CEO. “Today, the importance of HPC is 

no longer limited to design and research. It is a necessity throughout the entire product lifecycle and we 

are committed to being a technology leader to support our clients.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

http://www.cimdata.com/
http://altair.com/?_ga=2.107448258.1906499530.1506627480-1536483045.1506367974
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Dassault Systèmes to Acquire Exa Corporation 

28 September 2017 

Dassault Systèmes and Exa Corporation today announced the signing of a definitive merger agreement 

for Dassault Systèmes to acquire Burlington, Massachusetts-based Exa. Under the terms of the merger 

agreement, unanimously approved by Exa’s Board of Directors, a subsidiary of Dassault Systèmes will 

commence a tender offer within the next 10 business days to acquire all of the issued and outstanding 

shares of Exa common stock for a price of $24.25 per share payable in cash upon completion of the 

offer. This represents a fully diluted equity value for Exa of approximately $400 million. Exa’s fiscal 

year ended January 31, 2017 and its revenue was $72 million.  

  

With the addition of Exa, Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform will provide customers with a 

proven, diverse portfolio of combined Lattice Boltzmann fluid simulation technologies, as well as Exa’s 

fully industrialized solutions and nearly 350 highly experienced simulation professionals. This set of 

solutions solves challenging fluids problems faster and more accurately than traditional methods for 

aerodynamics, aeroacoustics, thermal management, and a growing list of applications in other industries. 

  

Exa’s software is used by designers and engineers at more than 150 leading companies in transportation 

and mobility, as well as aerospace and defense, natural resources, and others to evaluate highly dynamic 

fluid flow throughout the design process.  Customers include BMW, Tesla, Toyota, NASA, Embraer, 

British Petroleum, and others. Nearly every transportation and mobility manufacturer uses Exa’s 

solutions to simulate aerodynamic flow, aeroacoustics, and thermal management.  

  

Simulation of fluid flow, such as the cooling of an engine or the lift of a wing, is a necessary component 

of simulating the physical behavior of products, nature and life. For the many situations where fluid flow 

conditions change rapidly, simulation of dynamically variable flows is critical to accurate assessments of 

a product and its behavior in its environment. For these applications, the combination of Exa’s accuracy 

and timeliness provides results that are superior to those of alternative fluid simulation methods.  

  

While providing continuity for Exa’s customers, Dassault Systèmes will integrate Exa’s solutions into 

its existing portfolio of industry solution experiences. This will offer a new industry standard in 

multiphysics and multiscale simulation.  Combining the two companies greatly enhances collaboration 

with customers, facilitating the ability to offer integrated solutions and simplify both commercial and 

technical interactions. Customers will be able to quickly create and analyze fluid behavioral models that 

simulate highly dynamic fluid flow across a wide range of applications.   

  

“Both Dassault Systèmes and Exa believe in the value of an integrated focus on science and industry. It 

is a critical part of our commitment to delivering 3DEXPERIENCE universes that harmonize products, 

nature and life. Simulation of dynamic fluid flow is an important part of our multiphysics and multiscale 

simulation strategy,” said Bernard Charlès, Vice Chairman and CEO, Dassault Systèmes. “With Exa’s 

valuable application knowledge in transportation and mobility and other industry verticals, we will 

accelerate our delivery of industry solution experiences to benefit our existing and future customers.” 

http://www.exa.com/
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“Exa’s proven Lattice Boltzmann simulation technologies and extensive professional and industrial 

expertise are why we’ve been successful in leading the highly dynamic flow simulation market,” said 

Stephen Remondi, President and Chief Executive Officer of Exa Corporation. “Becoming part of 

Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform and SIMULIA portfolio will bring enormous value to 

our customers in all industries.” 

  

Completion of the transaction is expected in the fourth quarter of 2017, subject to the satisfaction of 

customary closing conditions, including required regulatory approvals. The transaction will be accretive 

to Dassault Systèmes’ earnings. 

  

Foros acted as financial advisor and Shearman & Sterling LLP as legal counsel to Dassault Systèmes in 

connection with the transaction. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

SAP to Acquire Gigya, Market Leader in Customer Identity and Access Management 

24 September 2017 

SAP SE today announced it has entered into an agreement to acquire Gigya, a market leader for 

customer identity and access management.  

Gigya's customer identity and access management platform helps companies build digital relationships 

with their customers. Its platform allows companies to manage customers' profile, preference, opt-in and 

consent settings, with customers maintaining control of their data at all times. Customers opt in and 

register via Gigya's registration-as-a-service, which addresses changing geographical privacy issues and 

manages compliance requirements such as the upcoming General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

Gigya currently manages 1.3 billion customer identities in order to build identity-driven relationships for 

its enterprise clients. 

Gigya's technology provides new capabilities to consumers across channels and touch points, builds rich 

intelligent profiles and creates a consent-based approach to personalization across sales, service and 

marketing. Gigya, an SAP Hybris2 partner since 2013, has customers already using a solution extension 

from SAP Hybris and Gigya. This acquisition will enable the teams to further build upon this existing 

strong relationship. 

"Gigya brings a wealth of skills and expertise that will significantly enhance the SAP® Hybris® 

Profile solution and allow us to take leadership of the emerging customer identity and access 

management market," said Carsten Thoma, president and cofounder of SAP Hybris. "Consumer trust is 

the main currency to succeed for customer-driven organizations. This is what Gigya is known and 

recognized for." 

By way of the acquisition, SAP Hybris intends to become the first organization to offer a cloud-based 

data platform enabling companies to profile and convert new customers, gather accurate conclusions 

from disparate consumer engagement sources and collect data for enhanced consumer choices that are in 

http://www.sap.com/
http://www.gigya.com/
https://www.gigya.com/platform
https://www.yaas.io/products/saphybrisprofile.html
https://www.yaas.io/products/saphybrisprofile.html
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line with regulations. 

"Combining the data matching and enrichment capabilities of SAP Hybris Profile with Gigya's consent-

based identity data and access management platform will allow us to identify consumers across 

channels and offer a robust single consumer profile," said Patrick Salyer, CEO of Gigya. "This is a vital 

step for digitalizing businesses because companies need to be able to draw accurate conclusions 

seamlessly across all channels, including web, mobile, in-store or connected devices, and the Internet of 

Things, as well as collect data about consumer preferences. Together we are well positioned to drive 

more effective marketing, sales and service through data, while the customer stays in control of how 

much data is shared." 

Gigya has more than 300 employees and is headquartered in Mountain View, California. The company's 

operations will become part of the SAP Hybris business unit for customer engagement and commerce. 

The transaction is expected to close in the final quarter of 2017, subject to regulatory approval. Terms of 

the transaction are not disclosed. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Company News 

Accenture, JSR and NTT Begin Work on a Proof-of-Concept for a Smart Industrial Complex 

28 September 2017 

Accenture, JSR Corporation, a chemicals manufacturer headquartered in Japan, and Nippon Telegraph 

and Telephone Corporation (NTT) are embarking on a proof-of-concept project at JSR’s plant in Chiba 

Prefecture designed to improve worker productivity and safety in smart industrial complexes that is 

technology driven and analytics led. 

The plan is to develop a ‘connected worker’ analytics platform leveraging smart sensors and wireless 

technology to automatically collect and analyze unstructured data – such as motion images and sound 

recordings from plant operation management and maintenance tasks performed by experienced workers 

at the Chiba Plant. The cross-company teams will work together to combine these insights with machine 

data from distributed control systems, and to develop a solution that will help users make more informed 

decisions using a machine learning algorithm in real-time. The goal is to convert the tacit knowledge of 

experienced workers into explicit knowledge, and transfer it to less experienced workers. 

The proof-of-concept will integrate JSR’s insights in operation management and maintenance tasks, 

artificial intelligence “corevo®”(*) of NTT Group including NTT Advanced Technology Corporation, 

along with industry-leading digital transformation expertise and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) 

capabilities of Accenture Strategy. This proof-of-concept is based on the ideas of open innovation which 

is vital for a smart industrial complex, and one that integrates key capabilities from the three companies 

into one seamless digital transformation plan. 

A smart industrial complex has the potential to improve knowledge transfer and address safety issues. 

This is a major priority for the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, which recently announced a 

new Japanese industry plant safety policy, the Super Certified Plant System. The industry needs to 

address safety issues and establish stable, continuous operation, but faces additional challenges: a 

shrinking talent pool of experienced workers due to an aging workforce and investment spending 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.accenture.com%2Ft20170411T120720Z__w__%2Fus-en%2F_acnmedia%2FAccenture%2FConversion-Assets%2FWEF%2FPDF%2FAccenture-White-Paper-DTI-2017-Chemistry-FINAL.pdf%23zoom%3D50&esheet=51691133&newsitemid=20170927006485&lan=en-US&anchor=industry-leading&index=1&md5=876083fee71a89731cd4dd9d82c7ff4e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.accenture.com%2Fus-en%2Fstrategy-index&esheet=51691133&newsitemid=20170927006485&lan=en-US&anchor=Accenture+Strategy&index=2&md5=29f33f59ddee8029ffe4835db3265695
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constraints for IT solutions as spending has been required in recent years for safety solutions such as 

explosion prevention. 

“The chemicals industry will face major transformation when digitalization makes it possible to detect 

signs of equipment abnormalities and predict product supply and demand,” said Mitsunobu Koshiba, 

representative director and president, JSR. “Harnessing the innovation of NTT and Accenture, we will 

promote a smart industrial complex and contribute to enhancing the competitive edge of Japan’s 

chemicals industry.” 

“We are accelerating NTT’s transition to its new business model, B2B2X, and are committed to offering 

value-added services by collaborating with companies in different fields to extend our offerings,” said 

Jun Sawada, senior executive vice president, NTT. “This initiative helps establish a smart industrial 

complex and future growth of the chemicals industry in Japan, and it also embodies a business model for 

NTT that maximizes the potential of ICT.” 

Connected worker technology is one element of what Accenture refers to as Industry X.0 - the digital 

reinvention of industry. It is when businesses use advanced digital technologies to transform their core 

operations, their worker and customer experiences and ultimately their business models. 

“Digital disruption presents unparalleled growth and new value creation opportunities for Japan’s 

chemicals industry, especially when viewed through the Industry X.0 prism,” said Atsushi Egawa, 

representative director and president of Accenture Japan. “The deep chemicals industry expertise, and 

digital transformation and IIoT capabilities Accenture Strategy brings to the PoC will help embrace 

digital disruption in addition to improving plant productivity and worker safety. Turning this solution 

into a practical technology driven and analytics led business model will help us showcase that Industry 

X.0 can deliver new levels of efficiency in R&D, engineering, production, manufacturing and business 

support through integrated systems, processes, sensors and new intelligence.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Dassault Systèmes and SIE Partner to Simplify the Certified Aircraft Cabin Completion Process 

26 September 2017 

Dassault Systèmes and SIE Inc. today announced that they have entered into a partnership to transform 

the cabin completion business serving commercial airlines, business aviation and VIP services. Original 

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and completion centers can certify and deliver customized cabin 

interiors at greatly reduced risk and cost, and enhance the passenger in-flight experience for a 

competitive edge. 

The partnership leverages two of Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences based on the 

3DEXPERIENCE platform – “Passenger Experience” covering processes from initial customer 

interaction through design validation and verification, and on to marketing and sales, and “License to 

Fly” to accelerate the certification process – along with SIE’s expertise in delivering certification 

content and services for cabin design and development projects. 

The combined offering automates engineering, manufacturing and certification processes, from idea to 

delivery, while providing high-end visual assets for personalization and use by engineering, sales, 

marketing and training teams. This helps reduce the risk of surprise audits and costly mistakes 

discovered during production or delivery, aligns the sales process with customer expectations for the 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=Dassault+Syst%C3%A8mes&index=1&md5=b8d307e534951f71b3625374b6a8ecd1
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sieinc.com%2F&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=SIE+Inc.&index=2&md5=9ba12e4a254e59a4d1e2d61192b5aafb
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Findustries%2Faerospace-defense%2Fpassenger-experience%2F&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=Passenger+Experience&index=3&md5=e2b2e68738654c8c54ac9615aa3c39f6
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Findustries%2Faerospace-defense%2Flicense-to-fly%2F&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=License+to+Fly&index=4&md5=086fda7e9e77c99ad0dd001320c83156
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com%2Findustries%2Faerospace-defense%2Flicense-to-fly%2F&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=License+to+Fly&index=4&md5=086fda7e9e77c99ad0dd001320c83156
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final product, and secures buy-in from airlines, private aircraft owners, and passengers. 

“Companies seek to differentiate themselves in a highly competitive market with custom aircraft cabins 

that reflect demands for greater passenger comfort,” said Dr. Matt Creager, President, SIE. “Many 

OEMs struggle to profitably meet these demands due to the risk of delays and cost overruns. Our 

partnership with Dassault Systèmes simplifies and improves the process so that the highest customer 

expectations for the cabin can be realized and certified.” 

“We have been working diligently to establish digital continuity from initial concept to entry into 

service and beyond for improved program performance. This approach also ensures quality, safety and 

compliance,” said Michel Tellier, Vice President, Aerospace & Defense Industry, Dassault Systèmes. 

“Our partnership with SIE allows us to marry the virtual world with essential content and know-how to 

greatly reduce the risk, time and cost for getting a cabin designed, produced and certified. Customers 

can virtually experience a cabin, say ‘that is what I want!’ and get it securely and affordably.” 

The partnership was announced at the Aircraft Interiors Expo co-located with the APEX EXPO taking 

place in Long Beach, Calif., from Sept. 25-28, 2017, where Dassault Systèmes and SIE will be present 

at booth 902. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Datrium Announces Oracle Partnership and Oracle RAC Qualification 

26 September 2017 

Datrium today announced it has been named an Oracle Gold Partner. The company also announced 

qualification of Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC) on Datrium DVX, extending the administrative 

simplicity, robust availability and integrated backup benefits of its Open Convergence approach to 

customer's Oracle RAC deployments. 

As IT organizations seek alternatives to expensive and inflexible array infrastructure for mission critical 

Oracle RAC deployments, they encounter three main challenges with hyperconverged infrastructure 

(HCI).  When organizations need to roll out a small 2-node RAC deployment, HCI cannot offer a 2-node 

cluster. In order to provide the highest level of availability, the minimum cluster size for HCI is 5-nodes, 

which is subject to more than twice the Oracle licensing costs.  There is also an availability mismatch 

between HCI and Oracle RAC. For example, RAC's built-in availability architecture ensures that a 4-

node RAC deployment will continue to run even if three of the four nodes fail; whereas with HCI, 

should more than 2 nodes fail, the entire cluster fails. Finally, many HCI systems do not have the built-

in copy data management to clone production databases for test/dev purposes with zero performance 

impact. 

Simplifying Oracle RAC Deployments That's all changing with Datrium's announced support for 

virtualizing Oracle RAC on its industry-leading Open Convergence platform, Datrium DVX.  This new 

breed of converged infrastructure combines compute, flash-based primary storage, and integrated 

backup--now with support for Oracle RAC.  With Datrium, customers can deploy mixed production 

application workloads and test/development workloads in one platform while maintaining isolation for 

optimal service levels. This unique approach to convergence addresses issues with Oracle RAC on HCI 

and gives customers a more compatible server-powered option for their deployments. 

"At Neovera, we have built our reputation on addressing the unique needs of our customers with 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.aircraftinteriorsexpo-us.com%2F&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=Aircraft+Interiors+Expo&index=5&md5=2432f0dc2f915618937400a92a17c19c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fexpo.apex.aero%2F&esheet=51689718&newsitemid=20170926006003&lan=en-US&anchor=APEX+EXPO&index=6&md5=a3c4600179a2ce125471de4f35d37039
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unmatched customer service. We were looking to move off our legacy array infrastructure to a modern 

convergence solution for our Oracle RAC infrastructure that combined VM-level administration with 

robust availability and bare-metal performance," said Scott Weinberg , CEO and founder.  "With 

Datrium, we got that and more, including end-to-end data security and an integrated backup platform 

which saves us a ton of time and money." 

With Datrium's support of Oracle RAC, scaling is configuration-free.  Data services such as erasure 

coding, global deduplication and compression are always-on and there is no need to selectively 

configure performance versus efficiency for a given workload-with Datrium you get both. Adding 

another Oracle RAC node is as simple as cloning a virtual machine in VMware vCenter.  And 

performance remains high with automatic alignment of I/O with the most active Oracle RAC node and 

VMware host, eliminating network reads and maintaining high performance. 

Robust Availability, Data Integrity and Security With Datrium DVX, servers remain stateless so where 

there are N servers, N-1 servers can fail and the DVX remains available. This is well-matched with 

Oracle RAC which is architected with the same availability model.  

In addition to high availability, Datrium DVX provides end-to-end data integrity checking for Oracle 

RAC, meaning the data written to the RAC node will always match the data written to both flash and 

secondary storage. Finally, DVX provides end-to-end data security by encrypting Oracle RAC data on 

host, in-flight across the network, and at rest on the DVX Data Node. 

Datrium DVX also provides Oracle RAC customers with powerful real-time VM analytics, providing 

instant insights at the database VM level, improving visibility, saving time and speeding results. 

Integrated Data Management for Oracle RAC Datrium DVX provides near instant recovery for Oracle 

RAC by providing consistent local and remote snapshot backups of RAC VMs across all VMware hosts, 

complimenting Oracle RMAN and Data Guard. Backups are cost effectively maintained on Datrium's 

Data Nodes, which store both hot and cold data in compressed and globally deduplicated form on 

secondary storage. Backups can also be archived to Amazon Web Services and managed from a single 

pane of glass within the DVX console. 

In addition to integrated backup, Datrium also accelerates development cycles for Oracle RAC 

developers with advanced copy data management functionality. Cloned copies of production databases 

are immediately available to software developers or QA engineers, speeding design, development and 

testing.  

"While HCI clusters are replacing some types of arrays, they are not a good match for the gold standard 

in enterprise data availability, Oracle RAC," said Brian Biles , Founder and CEO of Datrium.  

"Datrium's Open Convergence approach was designed for scalable host isolation and efficient cloud data 

management, so RAC is a great fit, and we're thrilled to be named an Oracle Gold Partner." 

Oracle Gold Partner Status Datrium has been awarded Oracle Gold Partner status, gaining access to 

extensive partner training, development and demonstration licenses, and other technical resources.  With 

its Gold-level status, Datrium and Oracle can now collaborate effectively to provide joint customers 

with the best possible solution experience. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Deloitte announces US$200 million strategic investment in China 

25 September 2017 

On the occasion of its first centenary in China, Deloitte is pleased to announce a strategic investment 

program of US$200 million into talent development and capability upgrade. This program will be 

dedicated to enhancing its advisory services, advancing digital and technology transformation for the 

firm and Chinese enterprises, supporting the Belt & Road Initiative, as well as assisting Chinese 

enterprises in going global. This is a joint initiative of Deloitte Global and Deloitte China. 

"Over the past few decades, we have witnessed China's incredible transformation as an economic power, 

which has continued to generate Fortune Global 500 companies. China is an important market for 

Deloitte and we are committed to serving the China marketplace with distinction. The strategic 

investment will help the China firm build an even stronger and more innovative multidisciplinary 

business model, which is a source of our competitive strength," said Punit Renjen, Deloitte Global CEO. 

This strategic investment program aims to elevate the firm's talent and capabilities in professional 

services, as well as to support the digital transformation of Chinese enterprises and promote innovative 

changes within the firm and across Chinese enterprises. This will help enhance our operations and 

service capabilities. On this front, Deloitte has already undertaken a series of groundbreaking innovation 

initiatives, such as the establishment of the Deloitte Analytics Institute two years ago, which helps 

service lines apply data science to tackle our clients' most complex business challenges. The Deloitte 

Greenhouse was also established this year to help clients come up with innovative business solutions in 

an immersive ecosystem and environment. Earlier this month, Deloitte established its Asia Pacific 

Blockchain Lab in Hong Kong, which helps implement and deploy Distributed Ledger Technology for 

corporate clients across the region. 

The program also includes US 40 million specifically for the purpose of helping Chinese companies 

participate in and capture the benefits of the Belt & Road Initiative on a global scale. Deloitte will 

leverage its vast global network, cutting-edge thought leadership, and comprehensive suite of services to 

support Chinese companies in becoming prestigious multinational enterprises. 

Patrick Tsang, Deloitte China CEO, believes that "Deloitte is committed to being our clients' long-term 

collaborative partner and helping strategize, innovate, and develop in the face of opportunities and 

challenges. This is not only central to the goal of our strategic investment, but is also the key to our path 

to becoming the undisputed leader in the professional services arena. As such, this will all the more 

reflect our unique 'High Value, High Tech and High Touch' approach". 

Commenting on the Belt and Road Initiative, Vivian Jiang, Deloitte China Deputy CEO, pointed out that 

"the Chinese Government will continually ramp up support for and investment in areas such as energy 

infrastructure, technology and international industrial capacity cooperation. Deloitte China is fully 

committed to helping our clients leverage opportunities and overcome challenges related to the Belt and 

Road Initiative, assisting them in resolving various risks, navigating cultural differences and developing 

a comprehensive business plan. At the same time, this strategic investment program can strengthen our 

firm's BRI international talent development and further accelerate Chinese enterprises in going global". 

When commenting on the firm's innovation and digitalization strategies, Dora Liu, Deloitte China 

Eastern Region Managing Partner, pointed out that "As we enter into a rapidly digitalizing age, it is 

imperative that we strengthen our service capabilities by investing in technology and innovation. 

Advances in areas such as automation, cloud computing, blockchain, data analytics etc. have 

significantly affected the way people think about and do business all over the world. As a top 
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professional services firm, Deloitte China will embrace innovation, leverage the competitive edge 

brought about by technological development and its business applications". 

To celebrate the centenary milestone, Deloitte organized a large-scale, cross-nation, cross-city light 

show, for which celebratory messages were displayed on LED walls and screens on the facade of iconic 

buildings in major cities, including New York, Beijing, Chongqing, Guangzhou, Shanghai, and 

Shenzhen. More than a thousand Deloitte employees and guests witnessed the light show and shared in 

this significant moment in Deloitte China's history. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

FACTON and ICP Solution Forge Sales Partnership 
28 September 2017 

FACTON and ICP Solution, a specialist for PLM project services for industrial companies, have entered 

into a partnership. The first phase will focus on the marketing of the new FACTON EPC Design 

Costing software solution, which enables early identification of cost drivers while taking predefined cost 

targets into account. 

This partnership aims to improve services and thus promote long-term customer loyalty. Moreover, 

adding an interface between PLM and EPC systems minimizes the costing effort. “The collaboration 

brings significant added value to both companies through the exploitation of synergies. Ultimately, 

customers will benefit from a more powerful range of products and a higher level of service,” says 

Thomas Gilgenberg, Managing Director of ICP Solution GmbH. Alexander M. Swoboda, CEO 

of FACTON, adds: “Interest in IT-based optimization of product costing has risen dramatically. More 

and more companies are realizing how important it is to influence costs where they arise – in the 

development phase. Our mission is to help enterprises master this challenge and we are excited to have 

an experienced partner like ICP Solution on our side.” 

Interface between PLM and EPC system minimizes costing effort 

The collaboration goes deeper than sales and distribution. As an Oracle Gold Partner with the PLM 

product “Oracle’s Agile PLM for Manufacturing (Agile e6),” ICP Solution specializes in the SME 

sector and has established itself throughout Europe as a PLM expert for industrial manufacturing. An 

interface between the PLM system and the design costing solution makes it possible to quickly and 

simply build the calculation structure on the basis of the engineering BOM. The required data is 

transferred from one system to the other at the click of a button. Costing effort is kept to a minimum 

since all of the relevant data is now entered into a standardized system. Consolidating multiple 

calculations, e.g. in Excel, is a thing of the past. This not only saves time, it also lowers vulnerability to 

errors. FACTON EPC Design Costing does not use complex cost accounting, thereby enabling 

developers and designers to create cost estimates and/or rough calculations. This is sufficient in order to 

create cost transparency and identify major deviations in target setting. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Fujitsu Joins Oracle Cloud Managed Service Provider Program 

28 September 2017 

Fujitsu America, Inc. today announces that it has reached an agreement with Oracle that enables Fujitsu 

to offer Oracle Cloud services to its customers in the Americas, including Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

(IaaS), Oracle Cloud Platform (PaaS) and Oracle Cloud at Customer. The agreement marks an extension 

of the Diamond Partnership1 between the companies by adding Fujitsu as an Oracle Cloud Managed 

Service Provider (MSP). 

Under the MetaArc® suite of services, Fujitsu offers a robust portfolio of hybrid IT and digital 

enablement services designed to speed customer adoption of cloud and drive their modernization 

journey. Fujitsu helps customers find the right cloud landing zone for each of their workloads, often 

recommending partner cloud services like Oracle Cloud, in addition to the open, agile, and cost-

effective Fujitsu Enterprise Cloud Service K5® and other cloud services. In this way, Fujitsu customers 

are assured that they have the information they need to make an informed decision about which cloud 

service best suits their needs. 

Building on that approach, this new MSP agreement means that Fujitsu will be able to directly provide 

Oracle Cloud Services to customers as part of any hybrid IT or modernization project. The menu of 

Fujitsu Services that complement the Oracle Cloud include: 

• Cloud assessment and migration services 

• Cloud workload management for Oracle and many other public and private cloud systems 

• Hybrid IT integration and orchestration services, ideal when multiple cloud and legacy systems 

need to work together 

"Many existing Oracle customers want to adopt and migrate to cloud-based systems and/or modernize 

their Oracle-based applications, while adding Oracle PaaS to extend the functionality of their 

applications for the new digital world," says Alex Attal, head of Digital Services and Incubation, Fujitsu 

America, Inc. "However, most enterprises struggle to have the internal expertise needed to move quickly 

to adopt cloud and leverage all of the new digital capabilities available today. That is where Fujitsu 

comes to the rescue – and this new MSP agreement gives us another tool to help our customers reach 

their goals." 

"Oracle and Fujitsu have a fruitful relationship spanning many years with shared areas of expertise, 

including engineering, product development and distributions," says Sanjay Sinha, vice president of 

platform products, Oracle. "With Fujitsu providing managed services for Oracle Cloud, customers get 

operational excellence in not only migrating their workloads to Oracle Cloud but also on-going 

maintenance and management. I look forward to hearing many customer success stories stemming from 

this agreement, and further strengthening the Oracle and Fujitsu alliance on all fronts as we help 

organizations navigate an increasingly digital landscape." 

The Oracle Cloud Managed Service Provider (MSP) program identifies and recognizes partners who 

have skills, tools and processes to build, deploy, run, and manage Oracle and non-Oracle workloads on 

Oracle Cloud Platform. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Huawei Partners with Infosys and Wapwag to Release Innovative Practices Based on Open Edge 

Computing IoT 

25 September 2017 

At HUAWEI CONNECT 2017, Huawei joined hands with Infosys and Wapwag, a provider of smart 

water affair solutions. Together they released a series of important innovative practices including smart 

robots/ machine tools and smart water affairs based on open edge computing IoT, accelerating the 

implementation of industry applications. 

Under the trend of digital transformation, industries such as manufacturing and water management are 

developing towards intelligent IoT. However, the network edge still faces many challenges such as 

having many heterogeneous connections and difficulties in data analysis, data processing, and device 

management. The smart industrial robots or machine tools solution jointly released this time by Huawei 

and Infosys, based on open edge computing IoT, supports the interconnection with industrial robots or 

machine tools of different vendors, quickly adapts to intelligent data processing requirements in 

different industrial manufacturing scenarios, helps manufacturers anticipate faults, and improves 

maintenance efficiency of robots or machine tools. 

Mike Liu, the Vice President of Infosys and Country Head in Infosys Greater China, said, "Infosys and 

Huawei have jointly innovated the intelligent industrial robot or machine tool interconnection solution. 

The solution implements predictive maintenance, helping manufacturers greatly improve maintenance 

efficiency. The downtime of industrial robots or machine tools is reduced by over 70% and the defect 

rate is reduced by 40%. The solution can help schedule production based on device resource usage and it 

can also optimize production lines, significantly improving the production efficiency." 

In addition, the innovative smart water affairs solution jointly launched by Huawei and Wapwag, based 

on edge computing IoT, adapts to many different scenarios such as where old and new water supply 

devices coexist, when devices from multiple plants are deployed, and where there are many types of 

interfaces and protocols. The solution meets the demands of intelligent data processing at the edge in 

different water management scenarios and realizes intelligent connections of water supply devices. 

Feng Yang, the Vice General Manager of Wapwag (Shanghai) Smart Water Public Co., Ltd said, "The 

innovative smart water affair solution jointly launched by Huawei and Wapwag based on edge 

computing IoT provides a comprehensive solution, covering water supply planning, design, 

construction, operation, and O&M. The solution monitors equipment and water quality in real time and 

anticipates device faults. It also helps water affair enterprises and business management departments 

ensure the safety and quality of supplied water and reduces O&M costs." 

Currently, Huawei edge computing IoT is in wide use in fields such as elevator connection networks, 

smart manufacturing, smart water affairs, power IoT, cities, and lighting IoT. Huawei has also recently 

joined hands with 116 partners in the industry to initiate the Edge Computing Consortium (ECC), 

promoting rapid innovation and accelerating digital transformation through open architecture. 

Swift Liu, President of Huawei Network Solutions R&D Department and ECC Vice Chairman, said, 

"The Huawei edge computing IoT solution is extremely open. It supports various industrial protocols 

and interfaces and is widely applied to various industry connectivity scenarios. In addition, it leverages 

its open edge computing capabilities and cloud management architecture to rapidly meet intelligent data 

processing requirements in different industries. This helps industries quickly innovate, improves 

production efficiency and quality, reduces O&M costs, and improves public services." 
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Infor Announces Strong Business Momentum in India 

25 September 2017 

Infor today announced a strong start to FY18, recording triple digit year-on-year (YoY) growth in 

Q1FY18, and counting more than 700 customers in India to date. This comprises businesses ranging 

from large conglomerates to emerging companies including Godrej, Future Group, MyEco Energy, Dixy 

Textiles, and many more. A three-pronged approach involving new customer wins across multiple 

industries, a laser sharp focus on innovation to deliver purpose-built software for cloud, and a robust 

partner network resulted in bolstering Infor’s growth in India. 

  

Organizations are increasingly demanding faster time-to-value, agility, next-generation user 

collaboration, and software to suit the specific needs of various industries. By driving these core value 

propositions, Infor is enabling the modernization of business operations with industry-specific solutions. 

This approach, combined with a robust go-to-market strategy, has enabled Infor to deploy innovative 

technologies with deep reach into key geographies. The Infor Partner Network has also been 

instrumental in growing the India business, having recruited seven new partners in FY 17, and we are 

doubling down this number in FY18. To date, partners in India contribute around 30% to the channel 

business and 50% of services are delivered by system integrators who have specialized knowledge and 

skills on Infor Solutions. 

  

“India is a strategic market for Infor. As businesses and Government increasingly look to transform in 

order to align with the new complexities of the digital environment, Infor is well poised to not only 

enable this transformation but also catalyze competitiveness to stay ahead of the digital curve. We are 

also betting on big data, analytics, cloud, mobile, and social collaboration which we see as huge trends 

to watch out for in the area of ERP,” according to Ashish Dass, Vice-President & Managing Director, 

South Asian Subcontinent, Infor. 

  

Key customer implementations – 

• Future Group, one of India’s retail pioneers with multiple retail formats, implemented Infor 

CloudSuite Infor HCM, Infor WFM, Infor Payroll and Infor XM to optimize its talent 

management and acquisition function, catering to fast-growing HR demands within the 

company. 

• Thermax Ltd., an engineering company offering energy-environment solutions to global clients 

chose Infor LN, Infor Xi and Infor CRM for its Boiler and Heater (B&H) division to enhance 

organizational and stakeholder collaboration. 

• ITI Ltd., the country’s first central Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) in the field of 

telecommunications, deployed the latest version of Infor LN along with Infor ION and Ming.le 

for enhanced GST compliance and a speedier decision support system. 

• Jewelex India Pvt. Ltd., one of the world's leading vertically integrated diamond and jewelry 

companies, has procured Infor EPAK and Infor CRM to accelerate the company’s growth 

strategy by enhancing efficiency and visibility of business processes and automation. 
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• New wins – Liebherr, MyEco Energy and Godrej. 

Globally, Infor made its most significant product announcement since Infor CloudSuite in 2014, with the 

introduction of Coleman, an enterprise-grade, industry-specific artificial intelligence platform. Much 

like Infor CloudSuite marked the first industry-specific ERP suites in the cloud, the introduction of 

powerful AI into business applications through Infor Coleman marks another milestone achievement in 

the evolution of enterprise software. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Infosys Accelerates Private Cloud Adoption with Micro Focus SUSE Openstack Solution 

25 September 2017 

Infosys today announced that it has launched a private cloud solution in collaboration with Micro Focus 

SUSE, a pioneer in open source software, providing software-defined data center infrastructure and 

application delivery solutions. 

This solution will help businesses significantly accelerate their digital transformation journey by being 

hardware agnostic, enabling faster time to market through rapid adoption, providing faster delivery of 

services, and greater infrastructure agility and control. 

Infosys and Micro Focus SUSE have jointly invested in a center of excellence to develop validated 

reference architectures, accelerators and factory based migration solutions which will help customers in 

rapid adoption of private cloud built on SUSE OpenStack. This partnership aims at strengthening 

Infosys’ association with Micro Focus SUSE and positions Infosys as a strategic Global Platinum 

partner, backed by over 500 architects and consultants having data center transformation and migration 

capabilities. 

SUSE OpenStack Cloud is an automated cloud computing platform that enables organizations to 

innovate, rapidly deploy and manage cloud architecture. With this association, Infosys will be able to 

further strengthen its presence in Europe and generate new businesses and insights. 

Ravi Kumar, President and Deputy Chief Operating Officer, Infosys 

“This new solution will empower Infosys’ clients with extreme automation backed by best-in-class 

professional services, which will not only provide enhanced agility but also create newer experiences. 

Organisations will be able to invest much more in digital transformation by reducing cost of services 

through open source adoption. We believe that this collaboration will impact businesses positively and 

help them propel their digital strategy especially in sectors such as financial services, life sciences, retail, 

manufacturing, energy and utilities.” 

Ronald de Jong, Micro Focus SUSE, President of Sales 

“Together Infosys and Micro Focus SUSE can help customers attain cost efficiency through leading-

edge development of open source technology while transitioning their data centers to the next generation 

of software-defined infrastructure. System integrators like Infosys are critical in bridging legacy IT with 

emerging cloud-native technologies using SUSE OpenStack Cloud.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Material Management Expertise: Granta Design Joins Altair Partner Alliance 

27 September 2017 

The Altair Partner Alliance (APA) is pleased to announce the addition of Granta Design’s CES Selector 

to its software offering. CES Selector is the industry standard tool for materials selection and graphical 

analysis of material properties. It is used to innovate and evolve products, quickly identify solutions to 

materials issues, confirm and validate material choices, and reduce material and development costs. 

 

“Altair’s customers across all industries will benefit from the knowledge of material experts in their 

product development and design phases,” said Marian Bulla, Program Manager for Material Data at 

Altair. “Granta’s technology will enable improved, streamlined processes and time-savings by having 

everything in one workflow. Users can innovate with CES Selector by confirming and validating their 

choice of materials, resolving materials issues, pre-screening materials and focusing on the most 

promising solutions in the early project phase.” 

 

CES Selector provides access to a unique, comprehensive and linked “encyclopedia” of material data, 

combined with highly visual tools for comparing and screening materials with a structured and rigorous 

approach to material selection. It provides access to complete and comparable data for all classes of 

engineering materials including economic and environmental data. Powerful charting capabilities enable 

visual comparison of material performance and component geometry and load condition can be 

considered as part of the material selection process.  

 

“Simulation is enabling many companies to move away from a reliance on physical prototyping and 

testing,” said Charlie Bream, Senior Product Manager for CES Selector at Granta Design. “However, 

little attention has been paid to the initial choice of material, with users often selecting materials they’ve 

used before. This inhibits innovation and can lead to suboptimal products. To help address this issue, we 

are delighted to be adding CES Selector to the Altair Partner Alliance. HyperWorks users will be able to 

quickly validate and identify the most appropriate materials for their applications before starting on 

detailed simulation work.” 

 

CES Selector is used in a wide range of industries including; industrial, consumer goods, medical, 

automotive, aerospace and many more. Typically, customers producing medium to high-end products 

desire a way to quickly pre-screen materials to identify the most promising solution before investing 

significant time in a design. Companies often look at new materials when developing a new product, 

fixing problems with existing products, dealing with supply chain issues or as part of cost, environment 

or other corporate initiatives. Regardless of the reason for exploring new materials, making the correct 

choice at the beginning of the process helps minimize costs.  

 

An introductory webinar for CES Selector will be held on October 25th at 10 a.m. ET. For more 

information about the software, please visit the product page for CES Selector.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

ModuleWorks next generation CNC technology at EMO 2017  

28 September 2017 

http://www.altairhyperworks.com/APAHome.aspx?__hstc=142694250.7a1c580755e51ea8836a8598284c6131.1506367977464.1506367977464.1506627480567.2&__hssc=142694250.2.1506627480567&__hsfp=1794163922
http://web2.altairhyperworks.com/2017-introduction-to-ces-selector?__hstc=142694250.7a1c580755e51ea8836a8598284c6131.1506367977464.1506367977464.1506627480567.2&__hssc=142694250.2.1506627480567&__hsfp=1794163922
http://www.altairhyperworks.com/partner/CES-Selector?__hstc=142694250.7a1c580755e51ea8836a8598284c6131.1506367977464.1506367977464.1506627480567.2&__hssc=142694250.2.1506627480567&__hsfp=1794163922
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ModuleWorks showcased its latest advances in CNC collision avoidance and next generation shop-floor 

programming technology at EMO 2017, 18-23 September in Hanover, Germany. 

ModuleWorks was present with its largest ever stand and attracted attention with live demonstrations of 

its innovative CNC technology on industry leading controllers from FANUC and Siemens.  

With more and more machine manufacturers recognizing the growing importance of real-time collision 

avoidance directly on the CNC control, the ModuleWorks Collision Avoidance System (CAS) is 

designed for fast and seamless integration into existing CNC systems for cost-effective and flexible 

project implementation on the latest controllers. ModuleWorks CAS provides full scene verification and 

clash detection during the milling and turning process in all operating modes, including jog mode, to 

minimize the risk of expensive machine damage and downtime and to optimize the machining process. 

ModuleWorks Shop Floor Programming is a fast and easy way to extend production machines with 

advanced cycles for adaptive roughing and turn-milling as well as features such as deburring and 

automatic machining to create a highly flexible and efficient production environment. Optimized 

toolpath technology with 3D import for solid models and automatic and easy selection modes provide an 

innovative user experience for 3D machining. 

For fast and efficient machine tool set-up, the ModuleWorks Machine Tool Builder offers an intuitive 

graphical interface for building machine kinematics, reducing time-to-market for adopters of the 

ModuleWorks CAS.  

“This was our biggest exhibition presence to date and we are delighted by the enthusiastic reception of 

our latest CNC technology”, says Yavuz Murtezaoglu, Managing Director of ModuleWorks. “It 

confirms and strengthens our position at the forefront of CAM innovation. We are looking forward to 

working together and extending our technology with many new partners as a result of the EMO 2017”. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

SAP and UN Women Partner in Forum to Advance Women’s Participation in Technology 

20 September 2017 

Of the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development Goals, goal number five – Gender Equality – calls 

for ending discrimination and violence against women and girls, as well as ensuring equal rights to 

economic resources, full participation in leadership, and enhancing the use of enabling technology, 

among other targets to be fulfilled by 2030. 

“We are not on track to meet that goal,” Yannick Glemarec, UN Assistant Secretary-General and 

Deputy Executive Director of UN Women, told the international audience that participated in the first 

UN Women Global Innovation, Technology, and Entrepreneurship Forum on September 14, 2017 at the 

SAP Leonardo Center New York. 

The one-day global conference, a first of its kind sponsored by SAP Next-Gen, inaugurated the 

collaboration of UN Women, an entity established by the United Nations to advance the goal of gender 

equality, and SAP, the world’s largest provider of enterprise application software. The partnership aims 

to accelerate industry-wide change and remove the barriers to the advancement of women and girls in 

innovation, technology, and entrepreneurship. SAP has a proven track record on advancing women in 

technology and leadership as the first multinational technology company to achieve Economic 

https://www.moduleworks.com/product/cnc-sim/?lang=en
http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/
https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/company/innovation/next-gen-innovation-platform.html
http://www.unwomen.org/en
https://www.sap.com/index.html
https://news.sap.com/sap-america-receives-two-prestigious-diversity-awards/
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Dividends for Gender Equality (EDGE) certification. In addition, two of its eight Executive Board 

members are women. 

While the main event was held in New York, numerous satellite conferences were held on the same day 

in SAP locations around the world and joined into New York in near real-time through live-streaming. 

The global conversation continued on Twitter at #sheinnovates. The event brought together UN 

representatives, business executives, social entrepreneurs, innovators, and thought leaders to share their 

ideas on advancing women and girls’ participation in technology. 

UN Women: Addressing Barriers to Women in Tech 

The keynote speakers at the SAP Leonardo Center in New York included Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, 

UN Under-Secretary-General and Executive Director of UN Women; Yannick Glemarec, UN Assistant 

Secretary-General and Deputy Executive Director of UN Women; and Alicia Tillmann, Chief Marketing 

Officer, SAP. Although technical issues with Facebook live streaming made it difficult for the keynotes 

to be viewed in some satellite locations, the speech by Assistant Secretary-General Glemarec was well 

received at SAP in Walldorf. “The collaboration between UN Women and SAP will focus on advancing 

public-private partnerships; strengthening industry-wide engagement in innovations that accelerate 

gender equality and women’s empowerment; sharing leading practices, methodologies and solutions 

across innovation, technology and entrepreneurship; and promoting the achievement of the Sustainable 

Development Goals,” he said in preparation for the Forum. 

In his keynote, Mr. Glemarec introduced the mission of UN Women and outlined its program to address 

barriers to women in technology by: raising awareness about the initiative; enhancing the design of 

innovation by creating Women Innovation Principles to guide industry in developing innovations that 

address both men and women; addressing the under-representation of women in STEM by partnering 

with educators and companies like SAP to promote women in STEM; and developing educational 

initiatives to address access to digital technologies and eradicate bias against women. 

“SAP shares UN Women’s commitment to ensuring women and girls are fully empowered to capitalize 

on the 21st century innovation economy,” said Jennifer Morgan, member of the Executive Board of SAP 

SE, Global Customer Operations. “Closing the STEM skills gap for the next wave of female tech leaders 

and entrepreneurs will be essential to bolstering economic growth and further unlocking technology’s 

capacity for social good. We applaud UN Women for its leadership in partnering with industry to inspire 

the world’s next generation of digital innovators.” 

“Advancing opportunities for STEM education, including digital technologies such as Blockchain, can 

help women and girls to design, shape, and benefit from the technological transformations and 

innovations changing our world,” said Ann Rosenberg, senior vice president and global head of SAP 

Next-Gen. “We are pleased to support the UN Women Innovation, Technology and Entrepreneurship 

Industry Forum, and to foster new connections among academia, corporations, startups, tech community 

partners, and purpose driven organizations to help accelerate achieving the UN Global Goals, including 

Goal 4 – Quality Education.” 

SAP Walldorf Discussion: Why Wait Until 2030 for Gender Equality? 

More than 200 people attended the after-work satellite event at the SAP headquarters in Walldorf on 

September 14, 2017, in the Canteen in Building 20. Bernd Welz, executive vice president and chief 

knowledge officer, Products & Innovation, SAP, moderated the forum, opening the panel discussion by 

asking, “Why wait until 2030 to give women and men the same rights?” 
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In a lively exchange, the panelists touched on topics ranging from education, confidence, courage to 

compete, empowerment, as well as structural enablers like good quality childcare, design for inclusion, 

partner selection, and adequate role models. 

“I started my first job at SAP with this attitude of having my diploma in my hand, confidence in my 

heart, and this belief that I can change the world. I continue with this attitude,” said Hala Zeine, senior 

vice president, Chief Business Development Office, SAP, in her opening remarks. “I also realize that for 

30 years now, we’ve been talking about women’s equality. We women change the world all the time. 

It’s very important for us to band together and not stop until the very last woman in the very last corner 

of the universe is getting her equal rights.” 

Mayor Christiane Staab of Walldorf shared her experiences and observations from the perspective of an 

elected official who manages 400 employees and shapes public policy. A lawyer by training as well as a 

parent of four children, Staab entered politics because she saw the opportunity to affect real change on 

issues that mattered to her. Only 8% of mayors in Baden-Württemberg are women, Staab said, noting 

that it is important to have a woman’s perspective on local public policy issues. “I saw so many things I 

did not recognize before I had kids,” Staab said. “If you are a mayor, you are in the most powerful 

position in a town.” Staab emphasized the importance of good quality day care to help women 

participate fully in the workforce. She also stressed the importance of empowering young women to be 

willing to compete openly for new opportunities, such as in elections and in other arenas. 

In her opening remarks, Christine Regitz, member of the Board of the German Informatics 

Society (Gesellschaft für Informatik e.V. (GI)) and vice president, Industry Cloud, SAP, emphasized the 

importance of self-confidence and good role models, especially teachers, who can show women the 

opportunities for a career in technology. “The teachers are the ones that are so important. It need not be 

at school, but you have to have the right teachers that help you, give you the understanding of the topic, 

and give you the self-confidence,” said Regitz. “At the German Informatics Society, we advocate today 

for these teachers – good teachers who can teach tech topics – because the digitalization will require 

people that love that field.” 

During the panel discussions, audience members had the opportunity to ask questions and share their 

experiences and perspectives on the advancement of women in technology. “One topic the speakers 

addressed was the need for role models who give women trust in their own capabilities when it comes to 

pursuing a career in technology,” said Lena Bauer, a working student in the Talent & Organizational 

Insight Team at SAP, who studies psychology at the University of Mannheim. “As a student, I still have 

a lot of opportunities to shape my career path. The sharing of experiences gave me a better 

understanding of the current situation for women in technology and ideas for how to improve upon that. 

I am proud to work for SAP and to be part of a company that is aware of these issues and provides 

opportunities to young people from all over the world.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Siemens and Ingegneria Dei Sistemi Partner to Provide High-Frequency Electromagnetic 

Engineering Solutions in Simcenter 

26 September 2017 

Siemens has entered into a strategic partnership with Ingegneria Dei Sistemi (IDS), an independent 

engineering and systems technologies company based in Italy, to provide high-frequency 

https://en.gi.de/startpage.html
https://en.gi.de/startpage.html
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electromagnetic (EM) engineering solutions to the market. As such, the Simcenter™ portfolio will have 

a more complete offering, with the additional ability to engineer the electromagnetic performance of 

systems with regard to antenna design and installation, EM Compatibility (EMC), EM Interference 

(EMI), EM hazards and more. This strategic partnership fits into Siemens’ goal to address the 

engineering needs of smart systems with convergence of product lifecycle management (PLM) and 

electronic design automation (EDA) software. By further complementing solutions from Mentor, the 

partnership reinforces Siemens’ offerings in autonomous driving (AD) and the Internet of Things (IoT). 

“Partnering with Siemens creates tremendous leverage on our 40 years of EM expertise, having 

successfully solved the toughest EM problems in highly demanding industries like naval, space and 

aviation,” said Mauro Bandinelli, head of the Electromagnetic Engineering Division at IDS. “We look 

forward to extending our key areas of focus, including providing best-in-class EM simulation software, 

physical testing competencies and practical EM engineering & design. Through this collaboration, IDS’s 

state-of-art EM technologies will be accessible to our joint customers across all industries on the 

Simcenter platform.” 

The performance of electronic devices and smart systems depends largely on electromagnetic behavior. 

With the increasing integration of electronics into everyday products and increased connection to IoT, 

engineers need a fast, accurate representation of how products will perform in real-life situations to 

ensure design success. This large increase of electronics, specifically wireless devices, creates a 

likelihood of EM interference and potential system malfunctions, but also allows the opportunity for 

new product functionalities if properly managed in the design stage. Simulating potential interferences 

long before a product is made can help prevent loss in product quality and customer satisfaction. This 

extends to industrial applications where IoT is used in industrial plants and process industries, and it is 

mission-critical that EM sensors and their product integration are engineered with the highest fidelity 

and robustness. 

In automotive, autonomous driving presents a higher stakes circumstance where reliability and safety 

require high-quality EM sensor behavior for obstacle detection and collision avoidance, both long and 

short range, but also V2X. IDS solutions provide realistic predictive engineering, on scalable virtual 

models ranging from individual sensors through full systems integrated into virtual cars. By integrating 

such highly physical EM radar and communication systems simulations into driving scenarios, car 

manufacturers will be able to increase the safety and performance of autonomous vehicles. 

“The partnership with IDS provides exciting opportunities for our customers in the area of 

electromagnetic simulation,” says Jan Leuridan, senior vice-president of Simulation and Test Solutions, 

Siemens PLM Software. “IDS’s electromagnetics solution, soon leveraged by the power of Simcenter 

3D, our unified, unique environment for 3D CAE, will provide engineers unmatched technologies to 

optimize their designs more quickly and will truly benefit product development cycles.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Tata Consultancy Services and Discovery Education Launch "Ignite My Future in School" to 

Prepare K-12 Students with Digital Skills for 21st Century Careers 

26 September 2017 

Tata Consultancy Services, (TCS) and Discovery Education today announced the launch of Ignite My 

Future in School. This, a first-of-its-kind, multi-million dollar initiative, leverages computational 

https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en/products/simcenter/index.shtml
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thinking and new teaching resources as a catalyst to transform the way K-12 students learn across 

America. 

Recognizing the importance of computational thinking as a foundational skill, Ignite My Future in 

School has a goal of engaging 20,000 teachers and one million U.S. students by 2021. As a first step 

towards this goal, TCS and Discovery Education also announced that 10 U.S. school systems – with 

more than 6,700 teachers and 194,000 students – joined the effort as early adopters of this 

transdisciplinary approach. 

These partner school systems are: Brooklyn, NY; Charlotte, N.C.; Dallas, TX; Denver, Colo.; Detroit, 

Mich., Dublin, Calif.; Harrisburg, Pa.; Janesville, Wis.; San Anselmo, Calif.; and Stone Mountain, 

Ga. They have joined the initiative in a five-year educator training and learning commitment to help 

empower middle school teachers. These select schools will experience the unique opportunity to learn 

and apply computational thinking through an annual free day of professional development for educators 

and community night for parents. In addition, TCS and Discovery Education have launched an online 

program, TECHademy, which will engage teachers nationwide in an exclusive, cost-free, virtual 

professional development experience that includes curriculum resources, eLearning courses, webinars, 

and more. These resources are aligned to national standards, as well as the recently launched K-12 

Computer Science Framework. 

"As an industry leader, Tata Consultancy Services has a fundamental responsibility to prepare the next 

generation of U.S. students with computational thinking and digital fluency that are critical to succeed in 

their future careers across all sectors," said Surya Kant, President of TCS North America, U.K. 

and Europe."Partnering with Discovery Education enables us to deliver maximum impact through a 

transdisciplinary approach to learning that starts with providing teachers the knowledge they need to 

empower their students through computational thinking skills that will set them up for success." 

"Advanced thinking and greater investment in our students is always to be commended," said U.S. 

Senator Johnny Isakson, R-Ga., a member of the Senate committee that oversees education. "Students 

and teachers across 10 school districts, including DeKalb County, Ga., will benefit from the opportunity 

Tata Consultancy Services and Discovery Education are providing as we find improved ways to help 

equip our students to be 'big picture' thinkers. This type of initiative will help to prepare them for many 

careers and elements of jobs that do not yet even exist. Now more than ever, our students need to learn 

the basic skills that will help them prepare for lifelong learning."  

Today, less than 25 percent of U.S. schools teach computer science related courses. However, in less 

than five years, there will be one million more jobs requiring computer science skills. The expansion 

of Ignite My Future in School will empower educators, administrators and school districts to champion a 

transdisciplinary approach to learning, as they introduce computer science to students within the context 

of core subjects, including: English, mathematics, social studies, science and the arts. 

"Discovery Education is proud to partner with TCS to help educators and students reimagine learning," 

said Bill Goodwyn, president and CEO, Discovery Education. "Through Ignite My Future in School, our 

shared goal is to help revolutionize innovative learning experiences by strengthening teacher 

effectiveness and increasing student interest in computational thinking."  

Unveiled during the launch of Ignite My Future in School, professional development, educator guides, 

model lesson plans, curriculum connector resources, and Learning Leaders for year-round support to 

partner school systems were introduced. Additionally, the initiative will provide: 

TECHademy: Launched today LIVE from One Discovery Place in Silver Spring, Maryland, 
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TECHademywill engage teachers across the nation in an exclusive virtual professional development 

experience. The immersive engagement will catalyze their learning journey and provide hands on 

experiences they can bring back to their classrooms. 

Days of Discovery: Up to 150 educators and 250 community members will attend each Day of 

Discovery and Community Night. Additionally, each market will have local learning leaders, who will 

promote teacher learning communities, connect participants and act as guides for cross-district learning 

and sharing. Moreover, more than 3,000 TCS employees will be actively involved as mentors and 

support the building of local coalitions in each city. Educators will be provided with high quality 

professional development content that aligns with existing curricular requirements, enabling them to 

reach students in a compelling, hands-on manner. 

Curriculum Resources: Inspiring educators across the U.S. through a virtual digital 

platform, IgniteMyFutureInSchool.org will feature an abundance of curriculum resources – engaging 

transdisciplinary lessons that tie-in exciting, real-world scenarios covering computational thinking 

strategies across core subject areas. Inspiring family activities provide the opportunity to have fun while 

providing powerful learning experiences in the process. Collaborative resources complement schools' 

existing curriculum with computational thinking exercises and activities. Career vignettes connect 

students with real-world TCS professionals using computational thinking to solve complex problems 

and promote innovation. 

eLearning Module: Giving teachers the knowledge they need to empower their students through 

computational thinking, will help to infuse computer science with everyday subject instruction. 

The Ignite My Future in School e-learning module, accessible by all teachers, will provide a guided 

online introduction to computational thinking courses that can be completed in one or multiple web-

based sessions. 

Webinar Series: Compelling webisodes will feature key topics on computational thinking brought to 

teachers by thought leaders in the education industry. Instructional courses and content will provide 

faculty with the opportunity to leverage new teaching strategies in their classrooms, the series is 

designed to promote increased student engagement and achievement. 

Computational thinking is a problem-solving process. Much like critical thinking, computational 

thinking is a higher-level process whereby students can decipher problems and form innovative 

solutions. Students will move from consumers to creators, and Ignite My Future in School will prepare 

them for bright futures where they can use their computational thinking skills to harness the power of 

digital technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, and design the future. 

Ignite My Future in School builds on TCS' robust global community initiatives that have inspired more 

than two million young people in STEM education and careers. TCS is a founding partner for two 

national mentoring initiatives in the United States, US2020 and Million Women Mentors. TCS' flagship 

student engagement program, TCS goIT, has engaged more than 12,000 middle and high school students 

across 54 cities in the United States and Canada with hands-on experiences in computer science, 

inspiring them towards tech careers in all sectors. 

To learn more about Ignite My Future in School, go to ignitemyfutureinschool.org. For more 

information about Discovery Education's Streaming Plus, digital content and professional development 

services, visit discoveryeducation.com. Stay connected with Discovery Education on social media 

through Facebook, follow us on Twitter at @DiscoveryEd, or find us on Instagram and Pinterest. 
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Telenor Group and Wireless Trondheim open IoT lab in Norway 

25 September 2017 

Telenor Group and Wireless Trondheim are joining forces to open a new IoT powerhouse to boost 

innovation, build competencies and promote Norwegian competitiveness. The IoT ProtoLab will be 

open to startups, developers and students looking to rapidly prototype and develop IoT products and 

services.  

Opening in early 2018, the IoT ProtoLab will be a centre for IoT research and innovation, specifically 

focusing on next generation Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) technologies and applications. It will also 

enable the exchange of data, sharing of experiences and collaboration with ongoing projects at the 

Telenor-NTNU AI-Lab. The lab was established as part of Telenor's initiative to prepare Norway for a 

digitised future, contribute to national competitiveness, increased innovation and new competencies. 

"The people and companies shaping tomorrow's society are the ones that are able to utilize and apply 

data in new ways. Telenor is committed to help build these capabilities in Norway. The IoT ProtoLab 

will be a place for students, entrepreneurs and startups to experiment and prototype solutions using next-

generation IoT technologies," says Sigve Brekke, President & CEO of Telenor Group.   

The IoT ProtoLab will be located at FAKTRY, the new community for ambitious startups in hardware-

centric disciplines at Sluppen in Trondheim, which opens in November 2017. 

To support the piloting and testing of IoT services in Trondheim, Wireless Trondheim has enabled a 

city-wide IoT testbed and connected to Telenor's non-commercial offering, Start IoT.  This provides 

access to IoT devices, a physical LPWA pilot network and a backend system, which enables prototyping 

and developing of IoT services at a relatively low cost. Wireless Trondheim will be responsible for the 

setup and the daily operation of the IoT ProtoLab. 

"Our mission at Wireless Trondheim is to enable students, entrepreneurs and startups to experiment and 

prototype solutions using next-generation IoT technologies. By coupling our specialist competence with 

companies like Telenor, we can create real impact and help make new smart products and services for 

the future," says Thomas Ulleberg, Manager of Wireless Trondheim.  

In addition to its Start IoT offering, Telenor will also provide mentorship, support internships in the lab 

and will collaborate with key partners for student projects and hackathons. The first official IoT 

ProtoLab hackathon will be organised at FAKTRY in November by Telenor, Wireless Trondheim and 

Pycom. The two day event aims to gather creative minds of the city's developer community, startups and 

students to identify and solve real-life critical business problems using next generation IoT technology, 

supported by experts, network access and devkits. 
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Events News 

Accenture to Drive the Digital Agenda at GITEX Technology Week 2017 

25 September 2017 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=NXB9fX9bQG7aANhsRun5R4uWKV-RZ2x2J7J1F-an7iUbhMCU_UNuT9tyqR9umvBj-JSwKUI7Bt6jfPd7cl4Awrvg_lxB-PUxXsvdJKj9i4vqgJgzFAyYRKUxvDmBjx7q0TZT--yMQupnEX6frnftvhWltlwBDUMV5LObVHCX5EyGTZ0UtRr-Ig549YEw8nmzoPtrf22gGVaO97sLulcndw==
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Accenture will be the ‘Exclusive Digital Transformation Partner’ of GITEX Technology Week 2017 for 

the third year in a row. On the first day of the event, Accenture Digital Group Chief Executive Mike 

Sutcliff will be headlining the Grand Keynote session with an Artificial Intelligence case study, as part 

of the findings from Accenture’s ‘Middle East Technology Vision Report 2017’ that provides an in-

depth look into the region’s technology trends. 

 

His Excellency Helal Saeed Almarri, Director General, Dubai Department of Tourism and Commerce 

Marketing and the Dubai World Trade Centre Authority said: “We are proud to welcome back 

Accenture as the GITEX Technology Week Exclusive Digital Transformation Partner. Accenture’s 

continued participation year after year is a testament to its commitment to providing insights and 

bringing  best practices to the Middle East. In line with the UAE Vision 2021 and Dubai Plan 2021, our 

nation is heavily focused on digitalization which is why it is critical for business owners to have access 

to the latest information, to help future-proof their businesses and increase chances of long-term 

success.” 

  

Xavi Anglada, managing director and Accenture Digital lead in the Middle East and Turkey, said: “Our 

world is becoming increasingly digital, which is leading people to rethink the way they live, work, play 

and connect. Businesses must either embrace change or run the risk of being left behind. With more 

businesses expected to undergo a digital transformation by 2020, Accenture’s global and regional 

findings will help them realize the benefits of taking full advantage of new technologies to support their 

growth.” 

  

In line with its commitment to supporting up-and-coming talent, Accenture will be giving away a rare 

opportunity to the winners of the “Accenture Innovation Awards”. Winners will get an all-expenses paid 

trip to Silicon Valley where Accenture executives will arrange for them to meet with key investors. The 

initiative is in partnership with Expo 2020 Dubai, Fintech Hive at DIFC and Etisalat Digital. Moreover, 

Accenture will also be awarding the winners of GITEX’s highly anticipated Student Lab competition 

with a tailored internship program at the company. 

  

Throughout GITEX Technology Week, Accenture will showcase how digital technologies will impact 

businesses through several industry sessions, including Digital Marketing and Healthcare sessions on 

October 9th, a Finance session on October 10th, and a Public Sector session on October 11th. 

  

Visitors to GITEX Technology Week can also experience Accenture’s future vision through multiple 

live demos showcasing the latest digital technologies such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality 

(AR) held at the Etisalat stand. 
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BETA CAE Systems International and BETA CAE Systems USA invite you to the 2017 Open Meeting 

in North America 

29 September 2017 

BETA CAE Systems International AG, the leading contemporary industry supplier of simulation 
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solutions, and its business partner in North America, BETA CAE Systems USA Inc. have the pleasure to 

invite you to the 2017 North America Open Meeting. 

The event will take place on October 25th, 2017 at The Inn at St. John’s, Plymouth, MI. 

During this event you will have the opportunity to be updated on the latest developments and real case 

applications of BETA's software products, on various CAE disciplines and industries. Furthermore we 

will introduce to you our new products KOMVOS-SDM Console and RETOMO. 

This year, we are excited to host Dr. Daniel Schrage, of Georgia Institute of Technology, as our keynote 

speaker, who will be presenting Rotorcraft Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) through 

Model Based Engineering (MBE). 

Dr. Schrage is one of the most highly regarded rotary wing aircraft scientists in the United States and is 

currently a Professor for the School of Aerospace Engineering, Director of the Center for Excellence in 

Rotorcraft Technology (CERT) and Director for the Center of Aerospace Systems Engineering (CASE) 

at the Georgia Institute of Technology. A graduate of the US Military Academy at West Point, for 35 

years Dr. Schrage led many of the Pentagon’s most advanced rotor-wing programs for the US Army, 

both before and after retiring from active duty. Dr. Schrage is also the author or co-author of several 

book chapters and more than 200 technical publications in the fields of dynamics and aeroelasticity, 

flight mechanics and controls, aerospace systems design, and Integrated Product and Process 

Development. He is both an AHS and an AIAA Fellow, and a member of the American Society of 

Engineering Educators. 

Technical discussions & demonstrations will offer you the opportunity to discuss with our engineers the 

software features, their application, and the future developments. A team of CAE experts from BETA 

CAE Systems will be pleased to meet you in person and exchange knowledge, experience and visions. 

Registration will be open until October 20. 

There is no participation fee for the event. 

The attire will be business casual. 

The event is organized and hosted by BETA CAE Systems USA Inc. 
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CONVERGE Europe Agenda Features Keynotes from Industry and Research 

21 September 2017 

solidThinking has announced the agenda for the 2nd European CONVERGE in Essen, Germany on 

October 17th, 2017. Inspiring presentations from Zaha Hadid, Faraone, Stephan Henrich Robotikdesign 

und Architektur, Sagrada Família Foundation, Elise Alfred Wegner Institut, thyssenkrupp Elevators, 

PROTIQ, and TU Dresden will cover topics spanning from architecture to design and engineering. The 

Master Classes offered on the afternoon of October 17th will provide deeper insights on how to design 

for style, function and design for industrial 3D printing.  

 

“Our 2nd European CONVERGE conference agenda offers many highlights,” says Dr. Pietro 

Cervellera, Country Manager Altair Engineering GmbH. “With seven impressive presentations about 

architectural, design and engineering topics and the two master classes, attendees will get insights on 

innovative product design and development topics as well as how design and technology intersect to 

http://www.solidthinking.com/
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create the products of the future. I'm very much looking forward to the event and am certain that 

attendees will leave this event with new ideas, knowledge and inspiration for their future tasks.” 

 

The event will open with a welcome reception and pre-check-in opportunity on October 16th at 6pm. 

 

The first Master Class will be hosted by Turi Cacciatore of Turi Cacciatore Design, a renowned design 

company working for several international customers from all industries. The master class will explore a 

design project at the intersection of virtual reality and 3D printing, providing a step-by-step explanation 

of the development process that allows the creation of a 3D printed, fully customizable, virtual reality 

headset based on mobile technology. The project workflow covers both design and 3D modeling 

techniques up to the creation of fully functioning prototypes. 

 

The second Master Class will be jointly presented by csi entwicklungstechnik and APWORKS. This 

Master Class will show how to leverage the potential of modern manufacturing methods with the 

application of new development tools and techniques. Going beyond the structural mechanics and 

lightweight design considerations it is crucial to identify economic solutions that can create profiting 

business cases with additive manufacturing. The highlight of this Master Class will be the presentation 

and "Making-of" workshop of the 3i-PRINT project, a joint project of csi entwicklungstechnik, Altair, 

APWorks, EOS, Gerg, and Heraeus, that demonstrates the potential of metal 3D printed, function 

integrating and crash approved structures for the automotive industry. 

CONVERGE 2017 will also feature an exhibition area, presenting products and designs from customers 

and renowned product creators and will support the Purmundus Challenge. "Fusion – 3D printing 

intelligently combined".  

 

The conference will draw to an end with a presentation by Sagrada Família Foundation followed by 

closing remarks by Jeff Brennan, Chief Marketing Officer, Altair. 

 

Registration is open now, further details about the event are available 

at: www.event.CONVERGE2017.com/europe. 
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ESTECO Technology Enthusiasts Ready for Detroit 

27 September 2017 

Over 100 attendees (and counting) are ready to join the 5th biennial ESTECO technology Users’ 

Meeting (UM17) on October 24-25 in Detroit, Michigan.   

Engineering future and past will overlap at UM17 as the birthplace of Model T, Ford Piquette Plant, sets 

the stage for keynote speakers from some of the world’s most forward-thinking companies.  

On October 24th, high-profile speakers from Arconic, Cummins, Ford Motor Company, Honda, 

Whirlpool, University of Florida, Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation (HI-SEAS) will 

share their know-how and successful real-life applications of ESTECO technology, along with expert 

insights and future vision.  

On October 25th, participants will have the opportunity to take part in free training courses and learn 

http://turicacciatore.com/
http://www.3iprint.de/en/
https://www.purmundus-challenge.com/en/index.php
http://event.converge2017.com/europe
http://um17.esteco.com/
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about the latest updates along with a hands-on experience with ESTECO technology. Two full-day 

training sessions, beginner and advanced, will take place at the Wayne State University.  

Emerging from Mars analog mission after 8-month of isolation, Ansley Barnard is sure to be a very 

special speaker at UM17. A former Ford engineer and an aspirant astronaut, last January she embarked 

on the Hawaii Space Exploration Analog and Simulation (HI-SEAS) - the NASA-funded research 

project studying human behavior in long term space exploration missions. On ‘Mars’, Ansley used 

ESTECO’s modeFRONTIER to optimize waste production.                                                      

Manager of Advanced Analytics and Optimization at Arconic, Sergio Butkewitsch Choze, will underline 

the benefits of knowledge management, data aggregation and data driven optimization in advanced 

manufacturing.  

Bob Tickel, Director of structural and dynamic analysis at Cummins, will talk about the success at 

Cummins in becoming more analysis led, with specific focus on the role of optimization in the process.  

Eric DeHoff, Chief Engineer at Honda Honda R&D Americas will address the participants with a 

provoking title: “Optimization: I don’t think you know what that word means”.  

Greg Gasterski, Senior Principal Engineer at Whirlpool Corporation, will focus on model based system 

engineering, and in particular on optimization with SysML and modeFRONTIER.  

Mario J. Felice, Manager of the Global Powertrain NVH CAE engineering Department at Ford Motor 

Company will talk about microstructure Optimization for NVH Improvement.  

Last but not least, Master’s candidate in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Florida and 

Systems Analyst at Cummins, Michael Bambula will present the project that assured him the first prize 

at the ESTECO Academy Design Competition 2016/2017.  

UM17 is the perfect opportunity for the ESTECO technology users from different industrial sectors and 

academia to exchange know-how and ideas. The participants will testify to the versatility of the software 

and provide interesting insights on possible future applications.  

Following a day packed with insights into the future of engineering, participants will have a chance to 

dip into the automotive history. A guided tour through the Ford Piquette Avenue Plant museum, where 

the world's first affordable car was created, will be followed with an informal networking event in the 

evening. 

Speaker lineup, preliminary agenda and registration form are available at um17.esteco.com  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

IDS Relaunches the Conference on Electromagnetic Engineering Technologies 

25 September 2017 

In light of the last year’s success, and with the aim of creating a platform for bringing together different 

companies, Universities, the Armed Forces and research Institutes, IDS Ingegneria Dei Sistemi S.p.A. 

has decided to present the second edition of MEET - Meeting on Electromagnetic Engineering 

Technology, which will cover the latest developments in applications in the defense, naval, space, 

Internet of Things and automotive fields. 

https://academy.esteco.com/academy/winner-esteco-academy-design-competition-present-um17
http://um17.esteco.com/
http://um17.esteco.com/
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This year, the event will turn to Rome from 26th to 27th September at Casa dell'Aviatore. 

"For almost forty years, IDS has worked in the field of electromagnetic engineering” said IDS President 

and CEO, Giovanni Bardelli. “MEET 2017 is a demonstration that the time-consuming commitment and 

the passion that drives our choices by necessity goes through a continuous comparison by the industry's 

top experts, universities, industries and customers. " 

This year, MEET does not just cover theory. Alongside multiple study sessions and roundtables, IDS has 

decided to provide practical product demonstrations and to relate the important progress made by the 

Pisan company’s research centers. 

The event will also be attended by the Franco Bardelli Foundation, which, as an association with the 

purpose of developing studies and initiatives aimed at supporting innovative entrepreneurship and the 

processes of training elite researchers, has decided to award the prestigious "Franco Bardelli Award" to 

those who distinguished themselves for their commitment to research, management and technical 

scientific expertise. 

In order to support the Livorno economy following the devastating flood that hit the cities of Livorno 

and Pisa on 9th and 10th september, The Franco Bardelli Foundation has decided to have the award 

made by a local craftsman. 

The Meeting on Electromagnetic Engineering Technology is organized by IDS Ingegneria dei Sistemi 

S.p.A., patrocinato da SMD – Stato Maggiore della Difesa; ENAC - Ente Nazionale per l’Aviazione 

Civile; ENAV - Ente Nazionale per l'Assistenza al Volo; Regione Lazio; AID - Agenzia Industrie 

Difesa; AIDAA - 

Associazione Italiana di Aeronautica e Astronautica; DITECFER - Distretto per le Tecnologie 

Ferroviarie l’Alta velocità e la Sicurezza delle Reti and NAFEMS and is sponsored by SIEMENS PLM; 

Bentley; EUROTECH and EMA - Electro Magnetic Applications. 

For more information on the event, please visit: http://www.idsmeet.net, or download the flyer here. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Minerva is official sponsor of ACE Europe 2017 

26 September 2017 

Minerva today announced that the company is official sponsor at the ACE Europe 2017 conference held 

in Munich, Germany on 21st to 22nd of November.  

The gathering is the premier event in Europe that connects the most innovative product development, IT 

and manufacturing teams from Automotive, Aerospace & Defense, High Tech Electronics, Industrial 

and Medical Device Manufacturing to shape the future of PLM.  

The conference brings together industry and technology leaders to connect and collaborate on strategies 

to address the growing complexity in global product development, systems engineering, manufacturing, 

quality and the supply chain.  

With its community-based format, the ACE global series offers an open learning environment for 

everyone, from companies expanding Aras, to businesses that are just starting a PLM initiative or 

replacing a legacy PLM or PDM system. For more details, agenda and registration visit: 

http://www.idsmeet.net/
https://vertassets.blob.core.windows.net/download/06691554/06691554-6f46-4b9c-872d-de57d39df961/meet_2017_agenda.pdf
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https://ace2017europe.aras.com/home 
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PROS Executives to Present at 2017 Microsoft Ignite and Envision Conferences 

25 September 2017 

PROS® today announced that three members of its executive team will present at the 

2017 Microsoft Ignite and Envision conferences, scheduled for Sept. 25-29 in Orlando, Fla. 

PROS is a platinum and gold sponsor of Microsoft Envision and Microsoft Ignite, respectively. At the 

conferences, PROS will demonstrate its seamless integration with Microsoft Dynamics 365 and provide 

insights into its cloud solutions on the Microsoft Azure platform. 

PROS will take the stage in three sessions: 

• PROS Senior Vice President, Communications, Tim Girgenti will deliver a presentation at 

Microsoft Envision on Tuesday, Sept. 25, at 9:45 a.m. titled “Accelerate Your Journey to 

Modern Commerce.” To fully implement modern commerce, dynamic pricing science is one of 

the most strategic competitive weapons in digital transformation. Girgenti will present examples 

of how dynamic pricing science and opportunity detection have advanced businesses along the 

modern commerce journey to meet their customers’ needs. 

• Dewey Forrester, PROS Vice President of Global Alliances and Business Development, 

and Peter Boit, Icertis Executive Vice President, Business Development and Operations, will join 

Microsoft Corporate Vice President for One Commercial Partner (OCP) Ron 

Huddleston and Toni Townes-Whitley, Microsoft Corporate Vice President for Industry, on 

stage at the conference on Wednesday, Sept. 27, at 11:00 a.m. Their discussion – “Enable Your 

Digital Transformation Through the Power of Partnerships” – will uncover the possibilities for 

how companies can apply technology, including SaaS solutions on Azure, to meet their digital 

transformation goals. They will discuss how working with partners helps uncover and prioritize 

requirements, with the right technology expertise and capabilities aligned by industry. 

• In his presentation – “Sell More to Your Customers Using Data Science” – at Microsoft Ignite 

on Wednesday, Sept. 27, at 12:35 p.m., Kurt Springman, PROS Managing Director, Microsoft 

Global Alliance, will walk attendees through the eight principles of modern commerce and 

digital transformation. He will illustrate how customers are experiencing reduced quota-cycle 

times with PROS software that is designed to help customers achieve gross margin gains. He will 

also highlight how customers are using Azure-based analytics to help increase sales 

opportunities. 

PROS will also showcase its latest Smart CPQ innovations using augmented reality through the HTC 

VIVE™, which features an advanced look at PROS Opportunity Detection, the newest SaaS solution in 

its SellingPRO portfolio. Using machine learning algorithms, Opportunity Detection mines transaction 

data for patterns in customer buying histories to identify inconsistent purchasing behavior, declining 

purchasing patterns and cross-sell gaps in product purchasing compared with similar customers. 

“PROS and Microsoft sales teams are highly aligned in driving Azure-based solutions for customers, 

and our teams’ ability to co-sell very effectively across a number of vertical industries is a large part of 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=PROS&index=1&md5=26f95ee2711bf6e3b52221a987370469
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fignite%2Fdefault.aspx&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Ignite&index=2&md5=cb0f252cdf7820e525eb1ae9248bc6d6
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Flogin.microsoftonline.com%2Fecad005.onmicrosoft.com%2Foauth2%2Fv2.0%2Fauthorize%3Fp%3Db2c_1_envision_registration%26client_id%3D680ffe28-fac9-4257-9ce0-a58f32d29565%26redirect_uri%3Dhttps%253a%252f%252fregister.envision.microsoft.com%252fauth%252flogin%26response_mode%3Dform_post%26response_type%3Did_token%26scope%3Dopenid%26state%3DOpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%253d3_vXANRaFkrcfbfhFHRpHtlooDm6wH8bAwRML8aEt0b4k_JnHzSvA3jvpdWlZ3JRafDGt-PR4C304sDTNrjI5F8Dicv0U6DeGhG9NJkPuS3UEvGZtprVIyWmDsyS7HSNQRsCyPAt-deGKvVOyv7BdXhjKmF1JVdrNVaKnG1FBwLXgPNxPMeazjR5zGG02_EGQc28IXh5tnMw7IYfD_eapl0K7W9DRSzjMfjTROfEzwT0QEKdUmoyd-h67-EQfB86wAdHUg%26nonce%3D636416146014319371.YzczOWE3NmUtNWIxNC00ZjA4LTkyMjgtNDQxNzUxM2E5ZjljYjJmMjQ2YmQtN2NkNi00YjZjLTlhZDMtYzQ0MGY3NWU1ZTFk&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Envision&index=3&md5=5d68973a84776db7289205136e5a8e50
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fenvision%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Microsoft+Envision&index=4&md5=bdb7cf4013692e57b46acb42255769ac
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fignite&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Microsoft+Ignite&index=5&md5=65f33f587be37f8f781a68457fa08f14
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.icertis.com&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Icertis&index=6&md5=fa235588e5f25ad794abd05c2bad850f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fsolutions%2Fsales-performance%2Fsmart-cpq%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Smart+CPQ&index=7&md5=8dab5b2d2bdc5924b93ded800c33116d
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fabout-pros%2Fnews%2Fpros-new-opportunity-detection-uses-machine-learning-identify-hidden-sales-growth-existing-customers%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Opportunity+Detection&index=8&md5=045e94108f956e48cca18f9d31b95294
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fsolutions%2Fsales-performance%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=SellingPRO&index=9&md5=8da287205a9cb037b8e67df02e0df2be
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fsolutions%2Fsales-performance%2Fopportunity-detection%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Opportunity+Detection&index=10&md5=e9219a4c3c65bc6e1d973fc641243c0b
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what separates us from the pack,” said Chris Jones, PROS Senior Vice President of Sales. “With 

our Microsoft Dynamics 365 integration and Azure cloud capabilities, we continue to deliver 

innovations that enable our customers to navigate today’s rapidly changing business climate.” 

“Microsoft Ignite and Envision enable the top minds in business to address and advance the next-

generation of technologies that deliver smarter, more informed business transactions and engagements,” 

said Hayden Stafford, Vice President, Microsoft Dynamics 365 Worldwide Enterprise Sales at Microsoft 

Corp. “PROS integration on Microsoft Dynamics CRM 365 and its commitment to Microsoft Azure-

based solutions expands the marketplace, delivers tremendous value, and helps further our mission of 

helping people achieve more.” 

In July, PROS won the 2017 Microsoft U.S. EPG Partner of the Year, ISV – Business Applications 

Award. Microsoft recognized PROS as its top U.S. partner based on the company’s outstanding field 

service, innovation, and implementation of customer solutions running on Microsoft Azure and 

Dynamics 365. In June, PROS also received the 2017 Microsoft Alliance Global Commercial ISV 

Partner of the Year Award, which recognized the company for excellence in innovation and 

implementation of customer solutions based on Microsofttechnology. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Simulation-driven Innovation®: Altair Technology Conference to Showcase Optimization-driven 

Design, Evolution of the User Experience, and the Impact of Disruptive Trends on Simulation 

26 September 2017 

Keynoted by industry thought leaders, attended by hundreds of engineers examining new techniques and 

ideas, the Altair Technology Conference (ATC) East will be held in Detroit, Michigan, from October 9-

10, 2017. This 2-day event features Altair’s innovations in simulation technology, highlighting advanced 

optimization-driven design methods, the evolution of the user experience, and the impact of disruptive 

trends on simulation. 

"With a unique forum for learning opportunities, the global ATC conference series aims to support the 

professional community in keeping them abreast of new trends and technology in industry," said Altair’s 

Jason Napolitano, Senior Vice President, Americas. "The Detroit ATC will offer rich, impressive 

thought leadership insights into the impact of Simulation-driven Innovation on disruptive trends." 

Impressive presentations from innovators and industry leaders will include how simulation-driven 

design has impacted their business operations, and how it continues to be driven by current trends such 

as additive manufacturing, e-mobility, big data and the internet of things. Altair C-Level and other 

keynote presentations will include: 

• Phil Guys, CTO, American Axle & Manufacturing 

• Dr. Darrell Socie, Professor Emeritus, University of Illinois 

• Randy Frank, Chief Engineer - Virtual Verification & CAE, Ford Motor Company 

• Iain Percy, Team Leader, Artemis Racing 

• Vance Strader, Chief Engineer - Systems Group, Harley-Davidson Motor Company 

• James Truskin, Technical Fellow Body Architecture, FCA Group, LLC  

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fabout-pros%2Fleadership-team%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=Chris+Jones&index=11&md5=e27a9a4c4ceb154c5b0c607c4a88ff18
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fabout-pros%2Fnews%2Fmicrosoft-names-pros-2017-u-s-partner-year%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=2017+Microsoft+U.S.+EPG+Partner+of+the+Year%2C+ISV+%E2%80%93+Business+Applications+Award&index=12&md5=13c3ba38db859d68b02c4fd0a9be51dd
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fabout-pros%2Fnews%2Fmicrosoft-names-pros-2017-u-s-partner-year%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=2017+Microsoft+U.S.+EPG+Partner+of+the+Year%2C+ISV+%E2%80%93+Business+Applications+Award&index=12&md5=13c3ba38db859d68b02c4fd0a9be51dd
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fabout-pros%2Fnews%2Fpros-recognized-winner-2017-microsoft-alliance-global-commercial-isv-partner-year-award%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=2017+Microsoft+Alliance+Global+Commercial+ISV+Partner+of+the+Year+Award&index=13&md5=5dd5309acb223485917e73fc5e8a7580
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pros.com%2Fabout-pros%2Fnews%2Fpros-recognized-winner-2017-microsoft-alliance-global-commercial-isv-partner-year-award%2F&esheet=51687900&newsitemid=20170925005048&lan=en-US&anchor=2017+Microsoft+Alliance+Global+Commercial+ISV+Partner+of+the+Year+Award&index=13&md5=5dd5309acb223485917e73fc5e8a7580
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=TZkyu_Av82KnNXDQN19-4TkhtFLIQHdyfhc5DvAPpfWTEZPH7n1AkDoPAA1emTJGcT2K53YIcaFX1VMWXr3QBJRvkt376Ca1pgCauxMPRmFWRNi8wKML8gR6I2oRrboy
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• Mark Meili, R&D Director of Modeling & Simulation, P&G 

• Chris Borroni-Bird, VP Strategic Development, Qualcomm  

Over 30 technical session presenters have been confirmed and organized into seven tracks: Automotive 

Advanced Simulation, Math & Modeling Systems, Electromagnetics, Design Exploration, 

Lightweighting, The Future of Simulation, and Manufacturing Solutions. Presentations for the tracks 

will include representation from American Axle and Manufacturing, Boeing, Bruel & Kjaer, Cast 

Connex, ElectroScience Lab -Ohio State University, FCA Group, LLC, Ford Motor Company, 

GT2Energia, Michigan State University, Phoenix Integration, Pratt & Miller, Roush Industries, 

STMicroelectronics, Thumb & Tool Engineering, XLDyn, and Ziegler Instruments. 

Complimentary online registration is open now. 
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Financial News 

Accenture Reports Strong Fourth-Quarter and Full-Year Fiscal 2017 Results 

28 September 2017 

Accenture reported strong financial results for the fourth quarter and full fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 

2017.  

Click to download Q4 FY17 & FY17 earnings infographics. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Implementation Investments 

Byer California Transforms Design Productivity with NGC’s PLM Solution 

25 September 2017 

NGC Software today announced that Byer California, the creators of on-trend, affordable clothes for 

young women, has implemented NGC’s PLM. Byer California has improved workflow and standardized 

product development with NGC’s solution, providing complete visibility and control from concept to 

delivery. 

Prior to implementing NGC’s PLM solution, Byer California used a legacy PDM application to create 

spec packages. Although the immediate need was to replace the legacy application, the company took 

the opportunity to broaden the scope to include other product development areas, such as design, 

preproduction and production. 

“After extensively reviewing other PLM software providers, we selected NGC Software because of its 

long history working with manufacturers and clear understanding of Byer California’s needs,” said 

Nadine Manfredi, director of strategy and solutions, Byer California. “The user interface was clean and 

easy to use, and NGC offered it in a way that wasn’t overly complicated, allowing us to easily support 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=lUtFKW7I3Q9TRPIc_LUV2cE1AkqGG4YbnbgwR_xzbyYfJfN9ElaPInEkWNVC5U7t5K_IMcBwvV3a2OUSKtriXGJl1Ain_VN_okOcGynJK1vk_KPPHWhXiaOY_jXgsY9f
https://newsroom.accenture.com/content/1101/files/Q4_FY17_Infographic.pdf
https://newsroom.accenture.com/content/1101/files/FY17_Infographic.pdf
http://www.ngcsoftware.com/
http://www.byerca.com/
https://www.ngcsoftware.com/solutions/plm/
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the technology internally.” 

Byer California has completed the first two phases of a four-phase implementation on schedule. The 

transition period from the old legacy system to the adoption of NGC’s PLM was immediate, as users 

eagerly moved away from spreadsheets to the new streamlined, standardized processes. “The NGC 

customer support team was instrumental in helping implement and adapt the software to fit our 

processes,” said Manfredi. 

Byer California has already seen important benefits from NGC’s PLM, including better visibility to 

information, improved workflow, enhanced data accuracy, consistency of document format and process 

standardization. As more staff transition to PLM, the company expects to realize even more benefits. 

“NGC’s PLM platform plays a critical role in helping Byer California ensure products are on time, on 

trend and on budget,” said Mark Burstein, president of sales and development, NGC Software. “NGC’s 

PLM is specifically designed to help companies like Byer California reach the levels of performance, 

collaboration and responsiveness needed to win in today’s fast-paced fashion and retail industries.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Capa de Ozono Steps Up with Centric PLM 

26 September 2017 

Capa de Ozono, the Mexican fashion footwear company, has selected Centric Software to provide its 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution. Centric Software provides innovative enterprise 

solutions to fashion, retail, footwear, outdoor, luxury and consumer goods companies to achieve 

strategic and operational digital transformation goals. 

Capa de Ozono was established in 1992 and is based in León, Guanajuato, the capital of the footwear 

industry in Mexico. Catering to teenagers and young adults, Capa de Ozono is among the largest fashion 

footwear companies in Mexico. The company has 235 stores in more than 50 cities as well as more than 

300 wholesale clients and a thriving online retail presence. 

As a producer of affordable, fashionable footwear, Capa de Ozono is increasingly pursuing a fast 

fashion strategy. In order to keep up with the demands of fast fashion, the company began looking for 

new ways to reduce time to market and develop a more robust product development process while also 

ensuring quality in high volume production. 

“We need to increase the number of successful new designs we can produce in the shortest possible 

time,” explains Luis Hernández, Chief Operating Officer at Capa de Ozono. “We realized that our 

product design and development process would become much more complex as a consequence of our 

business goals. We need a centralized and integrated information management platform that will allow 

us to effectively manage technical product information across all product development stages including 

sample management, quality review, verification and validation.” 

During their search for a PLM solution, Capa de Ozono made contact with Centric Software, who 

established a Latin American office in Mexico City in 2015. Following product demonstrations and a 

workshop, reinforced by positive references from other customers in the region, Capa de Ozono decided 

that Centric PLM was the perfect fit. 

As Hernández says, “We had the opportunity to analyze and evaluate different options, but we came to 
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the conclusion that Centric is a more flexible and adaptable tool that can be configured to the operational 

requirements of our business. We observed that Centric offers a more complete product lifecycle 

management process than other vendors, including additional features such as calendar management, 

sample management and a sales and marketing module for collection planning.” 

“Centric is a customer oriented company with great experience in helping retail footwear companies 

improve their design and product development process in order to be successful in today’s fiercely 

competitive environment,” says Hernández. “Working with Centric, we expect to develop a footwear 

design and development process that will upscale our ability to deliver new designs in a shorter time 

period with reliable quality.” 

“With Centric, we are looking forward to reducing time to market, increasing our fast fashion 

capabilities and improving the integration and management of our product development process,” 

Hernández concludes. 

“We would like to welcome our first footwear customer in the Latin America region, Capa de Ozono,” 

says Chris Groves, President and CEO of Centric Software. “We are looking forward to partnering with 

Capa de Ozono to enhance their fast fashion capabilities.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

GE Chooses Vera to Enhance Security of Proprietary IP and Global Systems 

28 September 2017 

Vera announced today that GE has selected it as its data-centric security solution to protect product 

designs, intellectual property, and proprietary data across the company. With Vera, GE is automatically 

securing IP across systems and maintaining control over how third parties can use and access sensitive 

documents throughout their entire lifecycle. 

"GE is a data driven organization, and the engineering data we generate is critical to our competitive 

advantage," said Nasrin Rezai, vice president, global chief information and product security officer at 

GE. "When product designs and specifications are shared without continuous protection as part of our 

supply chain collaboration and technical processes, they're susceptible to theft or illegitimate use in 

today's digital economy. Vera addresses this problem because we know even when shared externally, 

these files are protected at the source." 

As more companies use technology and data to drive innovation and growth, email encryption, audit, 

and access control is an absolute necessity. With Vera, GE will protect confidential data and email, 

prevent unwanted sharing, and dynamically revoke access to content. For both senders and recipients, 

Vera offers an unparalleled, zero-friction experience, eliminating complicated key exchanges and 

proprietary plug-ins, making email security simple and scalable across organizations. 

"It's an honor to enable GE to protect their most innovative and important intellectual property," said 

Ajay Arora, CEO and co-founder of Vera. "GE continues to be one of the most respected companies in 

the world making it an unbelievable privilege to win the support of one of the bedrocks of industry of 

the last two centuries. With GE fully embracing a data-centric approach to cybersecurity, we've entered 

new and exciting era where the old paradigm of perimeter-based security is no longer the unquestioned 

norm. With Vera, GE can now protect their world-changing innovations anywhere and everywhere." 
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Product News 

Autodesk Accelerates Success with Collaborative Manufacturing Workflows and a New IoT Toolkit 

21 September 2017 

At Accelerate 2017 in Boston, Autodesk is showcasing how the Fusion product innovation platform is 

helping solve manufacturing challenges for a company trying to brighten the future of cancer care with 

next-generation therapies. Also in the spotlight at the annual event is a new IoT Discovery Toolkit, 

developed in partnership with Electric Imp, aimed at fast-tracking Internet of Things (IoT) business 

transformation. 

Fusion offers a unified product innovation platform that includes everything needed to go from concept 

to customer. At the heart of the software platform is Fusion 360, which combines CAD, CAM and CAE 

in the cloud. The Fusion platform is additionally supported by Fusion Lifecycle for PLM and Fusion 

Connect for IoT data management. 

PLM creates one-stop shop for business processes and reporting 

Earlier today during Accelerate’s morning keynote address, Neil Barker from Advanced Oncotherapy 

talked about the company’s commitment to making radiation less toxic for cancer patients by providing 

the next generation of particle therapy systems that maximize the destructive effect on cancerous 

tumors, while minimizing the damage to healthy tissues. 

They are currently leading the new wave of proton therapy treatment by developing a smaller and 

significantly less expensive system than exists today. As they work to bring this new technology to 

market, they are using Fusion Lifecycle to develop workflows and control business processes in every 

area of the organization. 

As Advanced Oncotherapy was using many other products from Autodesk, including Inventor for 

product design, Vault for data management, and Fusion Team to help with project collaboration, 

implementing Fusion Lifecycle helped them leverage the benefits of a cloud-based product innovation 

platform to support various stages of their workflow including audit management, goods receiving, 

change control and intellectual property management. 

“The medical industry is exceptionally risk adverse,” said Barker. “One of the main reasons we’re using 

Fusion Lifecycle is to reduce risk—in terms of our product, and in terms of the ultimate result of the 

treatment of patients.” 

Because it’s cloud-based, Fusion Lifecycle allows the Advanced Oncotherapy team to access company 

data with just an internet connection anywhere in the world. 

“It’s essential to our business model that we can easily and securely share information,” said Barker. 

“We are operating an outsourced manufacturing model, so it’s important to be able to securely share 

data with our partners, and reduce errors resulting from miscommunication. The capabilities in Fusion 

Lifecycle will facilitate collaboration with our suppliers and manufacturing partners worldwide.” 

IoT business transformation 

To help forward-thinking manufacturers stand out from their competitors in building smart, connected 

http://www.autodeskfusionlifecycle.com/accelerate/
https://www.autodesk.com/products/fusion-360
http://www.autodeskfusionlifecycle.com/en/
http://autodeskfusionconnect.com/
http://autodeskfusionconnect.com/
http://www.autodeskfusionlifecycle.com/en/
https://www.autodesk.com/products/inventor/overview
https://www.autodesk.com/products/vault-family/overview
https://fusionteam.autodesk.com/
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machines, Autodesk launched the IoT Discovery Toolkit, which lets users build out a secure end-to-end 

IoT solution in a fraction of the time. Powered by Electric Imp, an industry leading IoT platform 

provider, and combined with Fusion Connect, the IoT Discovery Toolkit is intended for use by industrial 

manufacturing OEMs who are interested in implementing secure connected products for their business. 

There are lots of decisions to make about hardware and software to bring a connected product to market, 

with the projects typically requiring multiple technology purchases. With the IoT Discovery Toolkit, 

Autodesk is aiming to simplify those aspects so users can test out an IoT implementation with one 

purchase, supported through resources from two partners—Electric Imp for firmware development, 

connectivity and security, and Autodesk for data management, analytics and business applications. 

“IoT is about building your business and your products around real-world data and driving precision 

business outcomes,” said Bryan Kester, director of IoT, Autodesk. “IoT is a very complex challenge 

because it combines a wide range of hardware, networking and cloud technologies. By teaming up with 

Electric Imp, our goal is to simplify the technology so that businesses can move straight to evaluating 

IoT business opportunities.” 

The Toolkit also provides an industry first in enabling customers to leverage the work they do with the 

IoT Discovery Toolkit and port it into commercial product hardware with minimal modification as the 

device module, software and cloud applications included in the Toolkit are production grade. 

“The potential impact of IoT-enabled devices in industrial applications is vast and can enable predictive 

maintenance and streamline service operations,” said Hugo Fiennes, CEO and co-founder, Electric Imp. 

“The collaboration with Autodesk offers manufacturers a powerful business advantage—the ability to 

develop custom IoT-enabled products in a fraction of the time within an industrial-strength ecosystem 

that helps reduce risk through end-to-end security.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Bamboo Rose Offers Industry’s First Fully Mobile Retail Product Innovation Platform 

26 September 2017 

Bamboo Rose today announced the availability of its entire product suite for mobile devices including 

Marketplace, PLM, Sourcing, Order Management and Global Trade Management. 

“By allowing our customers to go mobile as they design, develop and deliver products, retailers, brands 

and suppliers will be able to be in constant communication using one platform – even when members 

are in the field. Other ‘mobile’ offerings are actually just a series of standalone, disconnected apps, all of 

which need to be manually downloaded and periodically updated. We’re providing our entire platform 

on the go, with all of the power and functionality you’d get in the desktop version – no compromises,” 

said Sue Welch, CEO of Bamboo Rose. 

Bamboo Rose has already rolled out the mobile platform to several customers, including Kohl’s and 

Urban Outfitters. Companies like these are able to seamlessly move from inspiration to wish lists to 

PLM, shopping trips to showrooms within the same application. They can approve samples, capture 

ideas, collaborate during fitting sessions and evaluate trade scenarios in real time from the field using 

any iOS or Android tablet. 

“Retailers today need to shop, communicate and collaborate at consumer speed, and that means 

http://autodeskfusionconnect.com/iot-discovery-toolkit/
https://electricimp.com/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Ft.sidekickopen06.com%2Fe1t%2Fc%2F5%2Ff18dQhb0S7lC8dDMPbW2n0x6l2B9nMJW7t5XZs7d-m-FN4XHqr4fmQbKVQBcsP56dTprf1cmpPs02%3Ft%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.bamboorose.com%252F%26si%3D5347315260325888%26pi%3Dcf0554bc-d6b4-4e47-8db3-dbdbc79c104c&esheet=51689052&newsitemid=20170926005137&lan=en-US&anchor=Bamboo+Rose&index=1&md5=d5f6e2773f27737325cf9c2c7ea64645
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functioning the same way their customers do,” said Welch. “How do customers shop? On mobile. We’re 

powering the tech revolution for brands with the first fully mobile solution.” 

With the launch of the industry’s first fully mobile solution, Bamboo Rose is making its entire platform 

– including all future updates – automatically available to customers, without any manual app 

downloads required. To learn more about Bamboo Rose, visit bamboorose.com. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Cadence DFM Signoff Solutions Achieve Qualification for Samsung 28nm FD-SOI/14nm/10nm 

Process Technologies 

24 September 2017  

Cadence Design Systems, Inc. today announced that its set of Design for Manufacturing (DFM) tools 

are now qualified on Samsung Electronics’ 28nm FD-SOI/14nm/10nm process technologies. The 

Cadence DFM solutions have been updated to comply with Samsung Foundry’s mandatory 28nm FD-

SOI/14nm/10nm process technology requirements, enabling customers to create complex, advanced-

node designs for the automotive, mobile, internet of things (IoT), high-performance compute (HPC) and 

consumer markets. 

The Samsung Foundry’s process design kits (PDKs) for the 28nm FD-SOI/14nm/10nm process 

technologies are available for download now and incorporate the Cadence Litho Physical Analyzer 

(LPA), Physical Verification System (PVS) and Cadence CMP Predictor (CCP). In addition to signoff 

quality, the Cadence DFM tools offer an integration with the VirtuosoÒ platform and the InnovusÔ 

Implementation System, providing designers with automated fixing capabilities and overall ease of use. 

To learn more about the Cadence® DFM tools, please 

visit www.cadence.com/go/samsung28nm14nm10nm. 

The Cadence DFM solutions provide the following capabilities that satisfy Samsung Foundry’s 28nm 

FD-SOI/14nm/10nm mandatory DFM requirements: 

• LPA: The Cadence LPA provides Process Hotspot Repair (PHR) for signoff and in-design 

hotspot detection and fixing. The LPA fixing guidelines enable optimal fixing rates, faster 

runtimes, and less design perturbation. 

• PVS: The Cadence PVS’s Manufacturability Analysis and Scoring (MAS) assesses the 

manufacturability of the design, reducing yield challenges with complex designs. 

• CCP: Using a silicon-calibrated model, the Cadence CCP simulates the CMP planarity 

variations, detecting foundry-specific CMP hotpots and providing fixing guidelines to reduce the 

systematic and parametric yield loss due to CMP variations. 

“We have worked closely with Cadence to deliver a qualified DFM flow so that our joint customers can 

meet the mandatory foundry DFM requirements, improving manufacturability of 28nm FD-SOI, 14nm 

and 10nm designs,” said SD Kwon, VP of Logic Process Architecture at Samsung Electronics. “The 

signoff flow and methodology complement our foundry capabilities, enabling customers to create the 

highest value by winning the time-to-market race.” 

“The qualification of our set of DFM tools ensures that customer designs can meet the Samsung 

Foundry’s DFM standards from design implementation to signoff,” said KT Moore, vice president, 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bamboorose.com&esheet=51689052&newsitemid=20170926005137&lan=en-US&anchor=bamboorose.com&index=2&md5=e4af8dc3e26c4dcbc7b4b9940943d2d0
https://www.design-reuse.com/exit/?urlid=31214
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product management in the Digital & Signoff Group at Cadence. “Through our collaboration with 

Samsung Foundry, customers using the Cadence flow can achieve optimal results with advanced-node 

designs, improving overall product quality.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Dassault Systèmes Launches SOLIDWORKS 2018 

26 September 2017 

Dassault Systèmes today announced the launch of SOLIDWORKS 2018, the latest release of its 

portfolio of 3D design and engineering applications. SOLIDWORKS 2018 features an integrated, end-

to-end solution for the design to manufacturing process that enables businesses of any size to rethink 

their approach to how parts and products are made and quickly bring innovative ideas to market in 

today’s experience economy. 

Powered by Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform, SOLIDWORKS 2018 supports a business’ 

complete design through manufacturing strategy with solutions that simplify the interactions between 

disciplines across the product development workflow. This unified process leverages smart 

manufacturing — a connected and seamless flow of data that is available to all teams involved in 

product development whenever, wherever and in whatever format is needed without having to port data 

from one system to another. 

“Lots of designs involve welding plate and sheet metal parts and most people use ‘tab and slot’ 

techniques for self-fixturing the parts for welding,” said Edson Gebo, Owner, Digital Detail & Design. 

“The new tab and slot feature saves a lot of time versus having to create these features manually. This 

will really help get designs to the shop faster.” 

In today’s marketplaces, competition is fierce and consumer loyalty is nurtured by businesses that can 

create compelling experiences that go beyond simply purchasing or using a product. While this inspires 

businesses to innovate in all aspects of their operations in order to thrive, obsolete organizational 

structures, processes and tools separate the design and manufacturing aspects of product development 

and can lead to mistakes impacting collaboration, schedules and budgets. 

With SOLIDWORKS 2018, teams can collaborate concurrently to more rapidly and cost-efficiently 

design a product or part, validate its function and manufacturability, manage its data and related 

processes, streamline and automate its manufacturing, and inspect it. Any changes in design or 

manufacturing are fast and easy to manage and automatically flow to all related models, programs, 

drawings and documentation, thanks to intellectual property embedded early on in the design process. 

A key feature of SOLIDWORKS 2018 for this process is SOLIDWORKS CAM, a new application that 

provides rules-based machining with knowledge capture to allow for the automation of manufacturing 

programming. Designers and engineers can gain a greater understanding of how their designs are made, 

make more informed decisions, and quickly create prototype parts and manufacture in-house to control 

quality, cost and delivery. This application also enables teams to execute new “build to order” strategies 

with custom parts that are automatically designed and programmed in seconds rather than hours. 

“A successful consumer experience must have a well-designed product at its core and an efficient way to 

produce it. SOLIDWORKS 2018 brings more than just a smarter approach to manufacturing parts or 

products, it helps businesses translate imagination into innovation and build ecosystems,” said Gian 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.3ds.com&esheet=51689048&newsitemid=20170925006073&lan=en-US&anchor=Dassault+Syst%C3%A8mes&index=1&md5=1c5f4c8885f720c9abdfad70ca752551
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Flaunch.solidworks.com%2F&esheet=51689048&newsitemid=20170925006073&lan=en-US&anchor=SOLIDWORKS+2018&index=2&md5=53d464aa56e40a67a258ff8b6b38eb9f
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Paolo Bassi, CEO, SOLIDWORKS, Dassault Systèmes. “As with past releases, many of 

SOLIDWORKS 2018’s new tools and enhancements respond to the SOLIDWORKS community’s 

insight and feedback, equipping them with more power and capabilities to bring great designs to 

manufacturing faster, with higher quality and at lower costs. Over the next few months, we will roll out 

additional end-to-end process solutions aimed to help the community further improve its business 

outcomes.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Latest MapleSim Release Makes Difficult Modeling Tasks Easier 

28 September 2017 

Maplesoft™ today announced a major new release of MapleSim™, an advanced system-level modeling 

tool that enables innovation and reduces development risk, allowing engineering organizations to create 

better products, faster. 

MapleSim is a natural environment for modeling multidomain systems that supports the rapid creation 

and testing of initial concepts so engineers can try out more ideas in less time, identify and prevent 

unexpected interactions between different domains, and generate computationally efficient models. 

MapleSim is used across a wide variety of applications and industries, including the creation of physics-

based Digital Twins. Because Digital Twins in MapleSim do not require test data to predict behavior, 

they can be used for conceptual design as well as validating product performance, design changes, and 

diagnostics. The latest release provides new and improved model development and analysis tools, 

expands modeling scope, introduces new deployment options, and strengthens toolchain connectivity. 

MapleSim 2017 includes significant additions to the collection of built-in interactive model analysis 

tools. Choosing the correct initial values for a model is an extremely important and often extremely 

difficult task, and the new Initialization Diagnostics App provides insight into the initialization process 

to help engineers determine how the initial values are computed and what actions are needed to adjust 

them. The new Modal Analysis App helps engineers explore and understand the natural vibration modes 

of their mechanism, so they can identify which modes will have the biggest impact on the design and 

determine how to reduce the vibration in the final product.  

Other improvements include over 100 new components, including expansions to the Electrical and 

Magnetic libraries. MapleSim 2017 also provides a new Modelica® code editor that makes it easier to 

create Modelica-based custom components, new options that simplify the creation of custom analysis 

tools, and enhanced support for connectivity with other modeling tools through FMI export. The 

MapleSim family of products now also includes MapleSim Explorer, a cost-effective deployment 

solution that enables organizations to make the knowledge embedded in their MapleSim models 

available to more people. 

In addition, the new MapleSim 2017 release includes a new add-on component library. The MapleSim 

Heat Transfer Library from CYBERNET provides a comprehensive view into the heat transfer effects 

present in a model, enabling engineers to refine their design to improve performance and avoid 

overheating. The MapleSim Heat Transfer Library from CYBERNET is useful for any situation where 

heat generation is a concern, especially when there are moving boundaries between heat generating 

components, such as motors, batteries, printers, and manufacturing equipment. 

https://www.maplesoft.com/products/maplesim/?P=TC-7563
https://www.maplesoft.com/contact/webforms/Whitepapers/industry4.aspx?IC=10165&P=TC-7563
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“Maplesoft is committed to helping companies translate their engineering expertise into a system-level 

modeling tool, so they can truly reap the rewards that come from using this approach,” says Dr. Laurent 

Bernardin, Chief Operating Officer and Chief Scientist at Maplesoft.  “MapleSim helps companies use 

Digital Twins and other virtual prototypes to get key insight along the entire engineering design process. 

It also helps organizations capture, deepen, preserve, and leverage their engineering knowledge, so they 

avoid common pitfalls and experience success in their modeling projects.” 

MapleSim is available in English, Japanese, and French. 
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PTC to Accelerate Mixed Reality for Enterprises with Microsoft HoloLens 

25 September 2017 

PTC today announced from Microsoft Ignite that it is working to create enterprise mixed reality (MR) 

experiences with Microsoft HoloLens. PTC and Microsoft will jointly work to help customers leverage 

the ThingWorx® Studio MR authoring and publishing tool as a preferred way to build hands-free MR 

experiences for HoloLens. 

ThingWorx Studio, powered by Vuforia®, offers HoloLens customers native support for building and 

rapidly creating scalable mixed reality experiences. The ThingWorx Studio visual drag-and-drop 

authoring environment, with built-in support for gestures and voice commands, enables users to quickly 

and efficiently create immersive HoloLens interactions without the need for skilled programming or 

costly custom designers. 

“The combination of ThingWorx Studio and HoloLens opens up tremendous opportunity for industrial 

customers to create immersive ‘hands-free’ mixed reality experiences for a variety of business-critical 

use cases, including for sales and marketing, manufacturing, and service, as well as human resources 

and training,” said Terry Farrell, director of mixed reality marketing, Microsoft. “The collaboration with 

PTC enables HoloLens customers to create these experiences faster and more easily so that they can take 

advantage of this opportunity.” 

The combination of ThingWorx Studio and HoloLens will be highlighted this week at Microsoft Ignite 

in the PTC ThingWorx Studio booth located in the Central Square of the expo floor. Attendees will be 

able to see how quickly and easily one can create mixed reality experiences in an enterprise setting using 

ThingWorx Studio. The hands-on MR demonstrations will include a sales and marketing use case 

showing how customers can view different product options in life-size scale in front of them and a 

service use case showing how a field service technician can view the steps to properly conduct a 

maintenance procedure directly on the machine needing repair, “hands-free” with HoloLens. 

“Manufacturers are faced with challenges when designing, building, operating, and servicing smart 

connected products,” said Mike Campbell, executive vice president, ThingWorx Platform, PTC. “The 

combination of ThingWorx Studio and HoloLens enables users in business settings to create mixed 

reality experiences that can help support some of these challenges in an easier, faster, and more cost-

effective way. We are excited to be working with Microsoft to enable industrial customers to gain a 

competitive advantage through the use of MR.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Sigmetrix Announces a New Version of Their CETOL 6σ Tolerance Analysis Software 
29 September 2017 

Sigmetrix announced today its newest version of CETOL 6σ tolerance analysis software – CETOL 6σ 

for NX™. This significant new version of CETOL 6σ will offer its robust tolerance analysis capabilities 

to a brand-new market of users, specifically NX CAD users. 

CETOL 6σ tolerance analysis software has been available to users of PTC® Creo®, SOLIDWORKS® 

and CATIA® V5-6 for over 25 years. With this new version, users of NX will now be able to have 

expert insight about the variation in their products with unparalleled ease and speed. 

CETOL 6σ for NX enables product development teams to easily and fully understand the often-complex 

impact of dimensional and assembly variation on their designs. This knowledge enables them to make 

adjustments before problems appear in manufacturing or, even worse, in their customers’ hands. The 

cost of achieving a quality product grows exponentially as it moves from design to manufacturing and 

finally to customers hands. CETOL 6σ gives engineers the tools to identify and resolve issues earlier in 

the process, helping to maximize the profitability of products for a company. 

“We are thrilled to announce the release of CETOL 6σ for NX,” said Chris Wilkes, Sigmetrix President 

and CEO. “Our development team strives to provide engineering departments worldwide a 

comprehensive understanding of their designs and potential issues before releasing to manufacturing. 

We have had much demand for our robust tolerance analysis software to work with NX files and are 

pleased to accomplish that with CETOL 6σ for NX.” 

Sigmetrix will be hosting a Tech Day in Detroit on October 11th as part of the release kick-off. 

Attendees will be able to see the product first hand and learn more about how CETOL 6σ can improve 

the bottom line of their products. Learn more about the event and register 

at: http://www.sigmetrix.com/events/detroit-tech-day/. 
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Xometry - The Manufacturing On-Demand Platform - Announces Updated Dassault Systèmes 

SOLIDWORKS® Add-In 

27 September 2017 

Xometry today announced the latest update to its instant quoting Add-In for SOLIDWORKS. 

The Xometry Add-In for SOLIDWORKS enables users to get instant price, lead time, and 

manufacturability feedback while ordering custom parts, all within one integrated CAD workspace. The 

new version of the Add-In is faster and has enhanced integration with SOLIDWORKS to detect more 

part features and design specifications. 

Xometry’s one-stop shop for manufacturing on demand instantly connects engineers and designers to 

the optimal manufacturing solution at the best price across a wide range of capabilities, including CNC 

Machining, Sheet Metal, Professional 3D Printing and Urethane Casting. 

"We're thrilled to continue our relationship and broaden our integration with SOLIDWORKS as an 

approved solutions partner, making the process of getting feedback and pricing on your parts faster and 

more seamless," said Scott Rothrock, Chief Technology Officer, Xometry. "Our enhanced integration 

http://www.sigmetrix.com/events/detroit-tech-day/
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.xometry.com%2F&esheet=51690244&newsitemid=20170927005347&lan=en-US&anchor=Xometry&index=1&md5=b3e62825541157e86bd366f1d0e4bd26
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpages.xometry.com%2Fsolidworks-add-in%3Futm_campaign%3DSW%252520Add-In%252520Launch%26utm_medium%3Dwebsite%26utm_source%3DXom%252520website%252520announcement%252520banner&esheet=51690244&newsitemid=20170927005347&lan=en-US&anchor=Xometry+Add-In+for+SOLIDWORKS&index=2&md5=57ebed0393e3e641e3b7d1a698a7c1c7
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with SOLIDWORKS now saves the engineer additional time with auto-population of thread and insert 

specifications. We’ve also added a comprehensive user manual to provide details on Add-In 

functionality including seven easy-to-follow tutorials to help users get familiarized with the Add-In 

tools. The Xometry Add-In continues to make ordering custom parts faster and easier than ever." 

The latest Xometry Add-in is now available to download for free. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

ZW3D 2018 Beta: Maximize Productivity of Design and Engineering Resources 

25 September 2017 

ZW3D today announced the global availability of ZW3D 2018 Beta, which will improve the 

productivity of design and manufacturing with optimized details. 

Part Library Design: Unified Part Management to Shorten Design Process 

The upgraded CAD Library improves the workflow of prebuilt 3D CAD models. The renewed Library 

supports data from configuration or external Excel files. What’s more, a brand-new library loading panel 

provides a more friendly searching experience. 

In a word, it helps accelerate the design process, reduce design mistakes, and increase productivity. 

Data Exchange: More Convenient Than You Think 

For years, lossless data translation has been one of the primary pursuits of ZW3D. 

How to keep associated with the imported geometry to get the latest data? In ZW3D 2018, besides 

supporting the latest mainstream CAD data, new ”Associative import” function bridges ZW3D model 

and other 3D models, including CATIA V5, Creo, NX, SolidWorks and Solid Edge system, to make 

sure the imported 3D model is up to date. 

The updated translator achieves the maximum reuse of 3D CAD data, making the cooperative work 

smoother. 

More friendly Design Experience: Always be user-oriented, focus on simplified Design Operation 

ZW3D emphasizes details, pursues perfection, and always stands beside the users. 

ZW3D 2018 has great improvements in user experience, including a new file browser, different colors 

for entities and components, a number input box with default unit, and an “APPLY” button in most 

commands. 

Flexible Direct Edit: Enable you to change what you want 

ZW3D 2018 provides you with more flexible methods to adjust 3D model geometries and get robust 

modification results. 

Using the new “Dimension Move Face” function, you can precisely move faces in a linear or angular 

dimension based on a stationary entity. And new “Face overflow” option provides three different types 

to control face move result. 

For more details, please click here, visit ZWSOFT Facebook, or YouTube. 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpages.xometry.com%2Fsolidworks-add-in&esheet=51690244&newsitemid=20170927005347&lan=en-US&anchor=download&index=3&md5=a9cdb14b263f8a7ce4f5b2cb7be7d9ff
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2F9nl.it%2FZW3D1507&esheet=51688788&newsitemid=20170925005554&lan=en-US&anchor=ZW3D&index=1&md5=21b604605f0ce253b1bebadfdf0b222f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zwsoft.com%2Fzw3d%2FZW3D_Overview%2F&esheet=51688788&newsitemid=20170925005554&lan=en-US&anchor=ZW3D+2018&index=2&md5=264d8a13e73d8b38f00fe8a476064b62
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zwsoft.com%2FLP%2Fzw3d%2F2017&esheet=51688788&newsitemid=20170925005554&lan=en-US&anchor=click+here&index=3&md5=3ac6b08240263e537803dbcbd6fbd548
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fzwsoft&esheet=51688788&newsitemid=20170925005554&lan=en-US&anchor=Facebook&index=4&md5=23521db204d027e271ee9666f0eb1780
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2FZW3D&esheet=51688788&newsitemid=20170925005554&lan=en-US&anchor=YouTube&index=5&md5=6d05404de27a21db98b0bb6c07c515ef
http://zwsoft.us7.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9e4ca9137dcca54dd7bf1b9a9&id=5d55505cd4&e=58c8ce0fee
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